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INTRODUCTION, SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
During the transition from the (fertilized) egg to the multicellular adult, every 
animal passes through a continuous series of morphological stages. In some ani-
mal species (for example postnatal mammals) these successive morphological sta-
ge are not appreciably different from one another. In this case development is 
simply described as 'growth'. In other animal species however, (for example many 
species of arthropods) some of the morphological stages are so different from each 
other that sometimes these developmental stages of one species were (and are) mis-
taken for altogether different species. The process by which such a species trans-
forms from one morphological stage to the next very different one is called meta-
morphosis. In several animal groups (many insects, decapods, echinoderms etc.), 
metamorphosis is a common phenomenon. In vertebrates, however, it is quite rare. 
One of the few vertebrate groups that displays metamorphosis is the group of the 
Amphibia. Especially in the tailless Amphibia, the Anura (toads and frogs), the 
phenomenon has become proverbial. Most of us have whitnessed from nearby the 
transformation from aquatic, tailbearing larva (tadpole) to the much more 
terrestrial adult toad or frog. Often it is assumed, as seems to be the case for em-
bryos of placental mammals, that the only 'purpose' of the larva is to become an 
adult as soon as possible. It is sometimes forgotten, however, that every stage of the 
developing tadpole is as much exposed to its environment as is the adult toad or 
frog. Therefore, it can be assumed that the tadpole is at least as susceptible to natu-
ral selection as is the adult animal. In other words, every stage of larval develop-
ment in Anura can be expected to be adapted to its direct surroundings. Appa-
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Figure 1 The central nervous system of Xenopus laevis (from 
Thors 80) cereb cerebellum diene diencephalon η subsequent 
cranial (roman) and spinal (arabic) nerves telene telencephalon 
lect tectum opticum ventr IV fourth ventricle 
rently, judged by its form, the larva is adapted to different conditions than the adult 
animal is. One of the ways by which animals are adapted to their surroundings, 
and possibly the most important one, is by their behavior. Clearly, tadpoles and ad­
ult frogs display very different types of behavior. These sometimes very complex 
behavioral patterns are generated, regulated, and maintained by especially one 
organ system: the nervous system. 
Scope of the present study 
The various types of behavior displayed by tadpoles and adult anurans, must in 
some way be reflected in the central nervous system. The most striking difference 
between tadpoles and adult frogs and toads is the way in which they move, i.e. their 
motor behavior. Tadpoles propel themselves by means of their sideways flattened 
and finned tail, while in adult frogs locomotion is mediated by the extremities, 
especially the powerful hind legs. The change in locomotor behavior is one of the 
most important changes that result from the process of metamorphosis. The ac­
companying adaptation of the central nervous system that occurs is well docu­
mented (for a review see: Kollros, '81; Pollack and Bibb, '88). As the tail is re-
^ ·,'"' 
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Figure 2 Several stages η the development of Xenopus laevis (trom Nieuwkoop and Faber '67) 
sorbed, the tail spinal cord too disappears, and a 'cauda equina' is formed as the 
frog grows (Fig. 1). Moreover, an entirely new set of motoneurons (called seconda­
ry motoneurons) is formed in the remaining spinal cord, probably with an ac­
companying set of interneurons, and new afferent fibers from the newly formed 
limbs grow via existing dorsal roots into the cord (Forehand and Farei, '82a,b; Van 
Mier et al., '85; Van Mier and Ten Donkelaar, '88). As a result of the new afférents 
and the formation of motor axons growing out of the cord into the newly formed 
limb muscles, the spinal nerve roots supplying the limbs are drastically enlarged 
(Fig. 1). Because of the formation of new neuronal elements, the spinal segments 
associated with the legs are also enlarged, forming the cervical and lumbar intu-
mescences (see Thors, '80). One of the brain centers that is generally associated 
with locomotor behavior is the cerebellum. Efferent cerebellar fibers project to 
other locomotor regulation centers such as the vestibular nuclei, the reticular for-
mation, and the nucleus ruber (for reviews see: Wilson and Melvill-Jones, '79; Ito, 
'84). Therefore, although the precise role of the cerebellum regarding regulation of 
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motor control is not clear in detail, the cerebellum is regarded as an important 
higher regulation center for motor control as well as for maintenance of muscle 
tone and equilibrium. It is conceivable that, as the change in motor behavior du-
ring metamorphosis in frogs is reflected in 'lower' (spinal) motor control centers of 
the central nervous system, it is also reflected in 'higher' (brain) locomotor control 
centers such as the cerebellum. The central question that was investigated in the 
present study can thus be formulated as follows: how does the cerebellar influence 
on motor behavior develop in anurans. Secondly, as it is generally accepted that a 
'basic cerebellar circuitry' exists in all vertebrates (Llinás, '81), can the 
development of cerebellar circuitry in anurans be compared to that in other 
vertebrate species such as birds and mammals. Possibly, this study could add va-
luable information to a model for the development of cerebellar circuitry in gene-
ral. To address these questions, the connectivity of the cerebellum was analyzed du-
ring larval development in the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis. This anuran species 
was chosen because its larvae are for a large part of their development transparent, 
so that their central nervous system is visible in vivo. Because of this transparency, 
and the fact that the skull of Xenopus does not ossify until later in development, 
the central nervous system is easily accessible for experimental investigation. Mo-
reover, Xenopus larvae and adult animals have been subject to various studies on 
locomotion and locomotion development (see for example Roberts et al., '83; 
Nordlander, '84; Nordlander et al., '85; Van Mier, '86; Pollack and Bibb, '88). Xeno-
pus larvae are easily obtained by hormone-induced breeding (Nieuwkoop and Fa-
ber, '67; Van Megen and De Haas, '74), and can be kept successfully under labora-
tory conditions. An accurate timetable of the development of Xenopus is available 
(Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). The developmental period studied is shown in Figu-
re 2. Within this study, particular attention was paid to the following questions: 
- When do cerebellar afférents reach the cerebellum? 
- How does the ingrowth of cerebellar afférents take place? 
- Which targets are selected by cerebellar afférents? 
- When can the first cerebellar efferente be detected? 
- Which targets are selected by cerebellar efferents? 
- Can development of cerebellar connections be correlated 
with events in metamorphosis? 
J.A.M. van der Linden 
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In Chapter 2 an introduction is presented to the cerebellum of Xenopus laevis 
and the anuran cerebellum in general. It encompasses general and cellular 
histology, and neurogenesis. Some of the used methods are presented in Chapter 3, 
including a newly developed method for three-dimensional visualization of labeled 
Xenopus laevis neurons. Chapter 4 presents an overview of the development of ce-
rebellar afferent systems in Xenopus laevis. This is further specified in Chapters 5 
and 6 where the particular development is followed of spinocerebellar and olivoce-
rebellar systems, respectively. In Chapter 7 an overview is presented of the develop-
ment of cerebellar efferents in Xenopus laevis, and a particular case, i.e. the con-
nection of Purkinje cell axons with the vestibulospinal tract has been worked out in 
Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the results of the present study and gives 
some recommendations for future research. 
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THE CEREBELLUM OF XENOPUS LAEVIS 
AND OF OTHER ANURANS 
Macroscopically the cerebellum of Xenopus laevis can be seen as a single trans-
versal plate at the rostral border of the rhombencephalon (Fig. 1). Caudally, it is 
continuous at both sides with the rhombencephalic alar plate from which it deve-
lops, and rostrally it is separated from the mesencephalic tectum by a deep fissure 
(fig. 1). At the bottom of this deep meso- rhombencephalic groove it is connected to 
the mesencephalon by a rather thin sheet which is called the velum medulläre ante-
rius (VME, Fig. 1). The cerebellum of Anura consists of three parts: the larger 
central part is called the corpus cerebelli or cerebellar plate, and the lateral parts 
are called the auricular lobes. In Xenopus, the auricular lobes are hard to delineate, 
and poorly developed. Therefore, in this species, in transverse sections, the cere-
bellum appears as a continuous dorsal arch (Fig. 2). Microscopically, three subse-
quent layers of the cerebellum can be distinguished (Fig. 2). These continuous 
layers are in frogs, however, not oriented in a dorsoventral direction, but rather in 
the plane of the cerebellar plate itself (Fig. 1). The most rostral layer consists of an 
abundance of transversely oriented fibers with only few cellular elements. Just as in 
mammals, this layer is called the molecular layer (m, Fig. 2). The next layer, 
again oriented in a slightly backward tilted transverse plane, consists of large neu-
rons. These are the output neurons of the cerebellar 'cortex'; the Purkinje cells (p, 
Fig. 2; see also Fig. 3). In anurans, this Purkinje cell layer is formed of several 
sheets of these large cells stacked on top of each other. The most ventrocaudal layer 
of the anuran cerebellum consists of multitudes of rather small cells, the granule 
cells. Therefore, it is called the granular layer, or, more appropriate, the internal 
granular layer. Intermingled between the large amount of granular cells are the 
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Figure 1 A Parasagittal epon section through the brain of a Xenopus tadpole stage 49 (pha­
se image) BCD Higher power view of cerebellar area of the same tadpole (DIG images) В is 
a median section С and D are subsequently more lateral ones cb: cerebellum, co: co­
mmisura cerebelli m molecular layer pi plexus choroideus of the fourth ventricle, vma: ve­
lum medulläre anterior Bars equal 200¿jm in A. and 25λίπη in BCD 
myelinated and unmyelinated fibers that connect the cerebellar cells with the rest 
of the nervous system. In the anuran cerebellum, as opposed to that of mammals, 
reptiles and birds, no separate white matter can be discerned (see also Larsell, 
'23,'67; Sotelo, '76). The granular layer with the intermingled fibers is bordered di­
rectly by the ependymal cells of the ventricular surface. The fourth ventricle at this 
level forms two protrusions that project sideways. These ventricular protrusions are 
called lateral recesses (Fig. 2). In some ranid frogs, but apparently not in Xenopus, 
these recesses have a rostral extension as well: the anterior diverticulum (see 
J.A.M. van der Linden 
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Figure 2 A Transversal section through the ce-
rebetlum of an adult Xenopus toad (Klüver/ 
Barrera stain) В Magnification of section shown 
in A. gr. granule cells, I lateral recessus. m mole­
cular layer ρ Purkinje cells w white matter Bars 
equal 100 літ in A, and 25/um in В 
Larsell, '23,'67). The protrusions from the fourth ventricle are mainly formed by a 
tela choroidea, a membrane that spans most of the fourth ventricle like a roof. It in­
serts on the dorsocaudal apical ridge of the cerebellum (Fig. 1) and to the most 
dorsal ridges of the alar plates on both sides. In it, a choroid plexus is suspended. 
The cellular histology of the anuran cerebellum has been studied by a great 
number of investigators, so only a brief summary will be given here. The most 
prominent neuron in the anuran cerebellum is the Purkinje cell. It is easily recogni­
zed by its large dendritic tree which extends into the molecular layer (Hillman, 
'69b; Llinas and Hillman, '69). This dendritic tree is flattened in the parasagittal 
direction, and the most distal branches are studded with thorns (Fig. 3; Hillman 
69b). Along a considerable length of its dendrites the Purkinje cell is contacted by a 
single climbing fiber, and many synapses are formed along the contact site (Hill-
man, '69b; Llinás and Hillman, '69; Llinás et al., '69; Sotelo, '76). In sharp con-
trast to the one to one relation of Purkinje cells with climbing fibers is the massive 
convergence of parallel fibers upon the Purkinje cell. The parallel fibers are the 
axons of the granule cells: small numerous neurons within the cerebellar granular 
layer. These granule cells are contacted primarily with 'mossy' fibers originating in 
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Figure 3 Frog Purkinje cell (after Hill-
man 69) Bar equals lOO/Um 
extracerebellar sites. Thus, the two input systems of the cerebellum, i.e. the 
climbing fiber system and the mossy fiber system, are both present in the anuran 
cerebellum in the same stereotyped form that is found in 'higher' vertebrates. The 
same can be said of the output system; the Purkinje cell axons are the only efferent 
fibers of the anuran cerebellum. Not much is known of the interneurons of the 
anuran cerebellar cortex. Their number seems to be small in both the granular and 
the molecular layers, and the 'basket cell' seems to be lacking altogether (Llinas, 
'69b). Much work has been done on the cellular histogenesis of the anuran cere-
bellum (Larsell, '23,67, for a review see: Gona et al., '88). The following summary 
is based on this work in the bullfrog, with additional data from Xenopus laevis. Ini-
tially, the cerebellum of the frog is a bilobar structure formed from the most 
rostral ridges of the rhombencephalic alar plate. In the course of early development 
the two rounded cell masses on either side (rhombic lips) fuse dorsally, and form a 
single transverse plate (stage 35 in Xenopus laevis). This median part of the cere-
bellum remains membranous for a longer time. In a cross-sectional view, the 
ventral cellular mass can be clearly separated from the incipient molecular layer 
(Fig. 2B,C,D). In the premetamorphic tadpole (in Xenopus laevis until stage 47) this 
primitive molecular layer consists of extracerebellar fibers, mainly 
vestibulocerebellar axons (Gona et al., '88). The parallel fibers develop only later 
(Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). At these early stages, the cellular population in the ce-
rebellum consists of a mixture of immature as well as mature elements. In the au-
ricles and the dorsal part of the cerebellar plate Purkinje cells already show a 
J.A.M. van der Linden 
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Figure 4 Histogenesis of cerebellar 
egi neurons in Rana (modified after Uray 
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marked apical dendrite which protrudes into the incipient molecular layer (Gona et 
al., '88; see also Chapter 6). The cells that later form the internal granular layer, i.e. 
granule cells and Golgi cells, are not seen yet in the cerebellum at these early sta-
ges. The neurogenesis of the cerebellar elements has been extensively studied in 
the bullfrog Rana catesbeiana (for a review see Gona et al., '88; Fig. 4). Purkinje 
cells are generated from the ventral neuroepithelium of the fourth ventricle and 
migrate radially into the cerebellar cell masses. Successive waves of Purkinje cell 
proliferation and subsequent radial migration form the multilayered Purkinje cell 
sheet which at later stages separates the molecular layer from the internal granular 
layer (Gona et al., '88). In the bullfrog, two overlapping major waves of Purkinje 
cell differentiation have been found. One population of Purkinje cells already diffe-
rentiates at premetamorphic stages, while a second population only begins to diffe-
rentiate during metamorphic climax (Fig. 5). The early Purkinje cells are found in 
dorsolateral areas of the cerebellum, while the late group is situated more 
ventromedially (see also Chapter 6). In Xenopus, the first Purkinje cells can be re-
cognized at stage 46 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67; but see Chapter 6). The other cells 
of the anuran cerebellum evolve in a rather peculiar way (see Fig. 4). Somewhat la-
ter in development the neuroepithelium of the lateral cerebellar plate transforms 
into the 'neuroepithelial cap'. From this tissue, two distict populations of cells 
evolve; the 'external granular layer (EGL)' cells, and the cells of the 'interauricular 
granular band (IAGB)'. Both populations of cells migrate medially into the cere-
bellum, but the EGL cells maintain a close contact with the pia. In this manner, a 
sheet of cells is formed just beneath the pia; the external granular layer. From the-
se early waves of EGL-cells the interneurons of the molecular layer are formed. 
Significantly later in cerebellar development, during metamorphic climax, subse-
quent waves of these EGL-cells descend ventrally into the cerebellum, past the Pur-
kinje cell layers, and these cells form the internal granular layer (IGL). In Xenopus 
laevis, this layer can be distinguished at stage 53 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). So in 
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Figure 5 Development of Purkinie 
cells in Rana catesbeiana (modified 
after Uray and Gona 78) 
conclusion, the process of cerebellar neurogenesis in the frog is rather continuous 
and the waves of cell proliferation and migration show a large overlap. Therefore, 
after most cell types have appeared, the composition and the overall appearance of 
the cerebellum remains essentially the same. The number of cerebellar neurons 
and the extent of the differentiation areas, however, appear to be a function of age 
(Gona et al., '88). 
The cerebellar organization in frogs, although much simpler, can be compared 
with the folial arrangement found in the cerebellum of amniote species (Hill-
man, '69a; Llinas and Hillman, '69). Although the anuran cerebellum lacks a clear 
white matter, the anuran cerebellar plate is sometimes regarded as 'half a mamma­
lian folium' (Gona et al., '88). Despite the obvious differences between the cere­
bellar organization in frogs and in mammals, it is recognized that a 'basic cere­
bellar circuitry' exists in both these groups, which is faithfully reproduced 
throughout the vertebrate subphylum (Hillman, '69a; Llinas, '69,'81; Llinas and 
Hillman, '69a). This basic circuitry encompasses the two afferent systems as well 
as the single efferent cerebellar pathway. The physiological similarities of these fi­
ber systems have been established in vertebrates as phylogenetically remote as 
mammals and frogs (Llinas, '69b; Goodman, '64). It was therefore concluded that 
the main evolutionary differences between cerebella of 'higher' and 'lower' forms 
are the number and complexity of the interneurons that regulate the basic cere­
bellar circuitry (Llinas, '69b). 
^ 
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SIMPLE THREEDIMENSIONAL IMAGING 
OF HRP-LABELED NEURONS WITH THE 
AID OF AN IMAGE PROCESSOR 
Abstract 
A method is described for visualizing the three-dimensional structure of 
horseradish peroxidase-labeled neurons in the central nervous system of 
Xenopus laevis tadpoles The reconstruction is simple, and performed on a 
commercially available image processing system Minimal operational skill is 
required for using this method Also, various improvements were made where 
user's simplicity (user-fnendlmessj. speed and required computer memory 
are concerned In addition, the excellent properties of the IBAS II system. 
such as image filtering and image editing functions are fully available, offering 
a fast, clean, and complete final image reconstruction 
Introduction 
In the field of neuroanatomy, many studies focus on the light microscopical 
morphology of labeled neurons in the central nervous system. The conventional 
imaging techniques used in these studies, i.e. photomicrography and camera lucida 
drawing, do not record the true three-dimensional appearance of these prepara-
tions, and therefore discard potentially useful information (see also Glenn and 
Burke, '81). Especially where neural connectivity is concerned, this information can 
be essential (see e.g. Lichtman et al., '84). In conventional light microscopy a re-
ciprocal relation exists between the aperture of a lens and the corresponding depth 
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Figure 1 Transverse sections of the brain of a young Xenopus toad (stage 66). showing labe­
led fibers in the white matter A: after whole mount staining of the brain B: adjacent section to 
that shown in A which has been stained for a second time using the same protocol Although. 
after whole mount staining, labeled neuronal structures stain quite well, the increase in sensiti­
vity is evident. Bar equals бОллп 
of field. It is because of this that high power stereophotomicrography is very diffi­
cult, if not impossible. The use of computer aided video microscopy (Tieman et al., 
'86) and confocal scanning light microscopy (see e.g. Van der Voort et al., '85) have 
circumvented this problem, and stereophotomicrographs at high magnification have 
been successfully realized. In most of these cases, however, computer hard- and 
software was tailored to the specific needs of the investigators. The implementation 
of the methods on other computer systems, apart from being very time consu­
ming, would require quite an amount of insight in this computer hard- and softwa­
re. Nowadays, various image-processing systems in different configurations have 
been made commercially available. Relatively new is the use of these systems in 
the field of microscopical neuroanatomy. In order to study the morphology and 
connectivity of the developing central nervous system of the clawed toad Xenopus 
laevis, a method is employed for threedimensional reconstruction of horseradish 
peroxidase-Iabeled neurons. The method uses an IBAS II (Zeiss/Kontron) image 
processing system. For visualization of HRP, a double, cobalt enhanced diamino-
benzidine staining was employed. This method results in optimal staining of labe­
led structures. 
J.A.M. van der Linden 
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Histological procedure 
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) is a widely used marker for tracing neural con­
nections at the light- as well as the electronmicroscopical level and a variety of 
chromogen substances has been proposed to visualize the enzyme (Adams, '77; 
Mesulam, '78; for a review see Mesulam, '82). In cases with HRP as a marker and 
DAB as the chromogen, it has been possible to stain brains as a whole (Fritzsch and 
Nikundiwe, '84; Van Mier and Ten Donkelaar, '84), thereby facilitating threedi-
mensional reconstruction of labeled structures. The first author routinely uses this 
method for HRP-labeling in the central nervous system of Xenopus laevis tadpo­
les. Excellent results are obtained up to a certain brain size. When brains become 
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too large, difficulties arise with respect to the diffusion of the chromogen (see also 
Fritzsch and Nikundiwe, '84). As a result, labeled internal brain structures stain 
badly or not at all. Prolonging the incubation time results in higher background 
staining in more superficial layers, often yielding unusable preparations. Therefore, 
with larger brains, we use a method which is an intermediate between a whole-
mount staining technique, and a sectioned tissue staining technique, with DAB as 
the chromogen. This method results in optimal staining of labeled neurons and 
largely preserves the threedimensional structure of the brain. HRP-labeled brains 
of Xenopus tadpoles were stained as a whole according to the protocol of Van Mier 
and Ten Donkelaar ('84; see also Adams, '81). They were embedded in Po-
lyacrylamide and after cryoprotection with 15% sucrose thick sections were cut on a 
freezing microtome. These were then stained according to the same staining proto-
col once again. After staining the sections were transferred to a 50% (v/v) glycerin 
solution from which they were mounted on clean slides in glycerin-gelatin. Coun-
terstaining was omitted because this would hamper the final 3D image recon-
struction. Using this protocol, high quality preparations are obtained with an 
optimal staining of labeled neuronal structures (compare Fig. 1A to Fig.lB). In addi-
tion, when the sections are viewed with a stereoscopic microscope (monobjective, 
polarization method; see e.g. Van Duijn, '70), threedimensional perception is easily 
obtained. 
3D-image reconstruction method 
The ZEISS/KONTRON IBAS image processing system consists of IBAS I and 
IBAS II. IBAS I operates as a standalone, semiautomatic data acquisition and pro-
cessing unit. In combination with IBAS II it functions as the host computer and as-
sists in the automatic image evaluations. Fig.2 shows the setup of the hardware con-
figuration. A video-camera equipped with a Plumbicon tube, mounted on a 
microscope is used as an input device. The best reconstructions are obtained when 
high power, large aperture immersion lenses are used. In this case the depth of 
field is small and images are least contaminated by large or dark structures from 
out of focus layers. In the case of HRP- labeled neurons this contamination produ-
ces a dark halo around relatively large objects such as cell somata. Areas of the 
most interest, i.e. fine dendritic branches and axons, are imaged superbly even with 
dry lenses with relatively small numerical apertures. Although we only employed 
bright field microscopy, other microscopical methods such as dark field - and fluo-
rescence microscopy should present no problem. Images are digitized with 512x512 
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spatial resolution and 8 bit grey level resolution. A ninth bit is used for a graphic 
overlay. Interactive manipulation takes place via a digitizing tablet with cursor. Pro­
grams are constructed by simply calling functions. They are read from hard disk 
and transferred to microprogram memory in IBAS II for further use. The RGB-
monitor displays the image during processing and the B/W monitor is used either 
to display the online video-image or to show the resulting image for screen pho­
tography. The reconstruction technique resembles the one developed by Tieman et 
al. ('86), and uses the same elegant algorithm (Van der Voort et al., '85). A through 
focus series of digitized images is made from a thick histological section. Subse­
quent digitized focal images are then compared pixel by pixel for their grey values. 
For dark objects the lowest of these values is stored in memory to form a combi­
ned image, which is representative for the sharpest areas in any of the two original 
images. The combined image is then compared to the next optical section to form 
a new combined image that replaces the old one, and this cycle is repeated for eve­
ry focal image in the through focus series. During this process, the accumulative 
combined image contains the appropriate information of all the previous optical se­
ctions, producing an image with essentially infinite depth of field. The object space 
can be enlarged further by fitting several histologicai sections together (see also 
Tieman et al, '86). In our case this can be done interactively with the use of the 
IBAS graphic overlay. Other microscopical methods, such as dark field microscopy 
and fluorescence microscopy are expected to be compatible with the reconstructon 
method. These only require an inversion of the input image and a subsequent in­
version of the final reconstruction image. This approach would hardly lengthen re­
construction times because such operations are performed by IBAS with great 
speed. When serial optical sections are shifted according to their rank number in 
the series (i.e. their depth in the histological section) before they are processed, 
depth information is encoded in the final image (Glenn and Burke, '81). By using a 
left- as well as a right shifted image from every optical section and subsequently a 
left and a right accumulative combined image, a stereopair is obtained (see also van 
der Voort et al., '85, and Tieman et al., '86). As with each shift the combined ima­
ge is getting narrower by at least one pixel, the number of optical sections, and the-
Figure 4 Stereo-photomicrographs of 3D-reconstructed labeled neurons in Xenopus tad­
poles (A,D) л comparison to their normal light-microscopical appearance (B.C.) A.B Neu­
ron of the vestibular complex labeled from the spinal cord (stage 61) CD Labeled neuron η 
the reticular formation also labeled from the spnal cord (stage 57) Bars equal lOO/jm 
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Figure 5 Labeled neuron at the border ol the spinal grey matter (stage 61) A 
stereo-reconstruction В normal light microscopical image Bar equals 100/um 
refore the depth of field is only limited by the screen resolution, which in IBAS 
amounts to 512 pixels. If the stereo image is expected to give a natural depth per­
ception, i.e. related to the true depth of the preparation, the shift of the co­
rresponding left- and right images needs to be strictly coupled to the real depth of 
the optical section. Since this shift is performed in discrete steps (pixels) the co­
upling is most conveniently done by varying the step size of the microscope fine 
focus knob. Varying the magnification of the image projected onto the video came­
ra should also be possible. When using dry lenses, corrections should be made with 
respect to the fine focus knob readings (Glaser, '82; Tieman et al., '86). Because the 
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actual pixel grey values are not easily extracted from IBAS II memory, a different 
arithmetical approach was taken to implement the reconstruction algorithm (Fig.3). 
The next optical section is substracted from the accumulating combined image. 
The resulting difference image is determined not only by the substraction itself, but 
also by the clipping procedure. This means that when a pixel grey value, as a result 
of the substraction, becomes smaller than zero, it is set to zero by IBAS. A second 
substraction of this difference image from the accumulating combined image pro-
duces the desired lowest grey values of the two original images. This final image 
overwrites the previous combined image and a new cycle sets in. After processing 
of all optical sections the final image may be reseated if desired, and photographed 
from the B/W monitor. To this end, a 35 mm SLR camera equiped with a 135 mm 
lens was used in combination with Agfapan 25 black and white film developed in 
Rodinal. Before digitized images can be processed in this way, it is desirable to en-
hance them optically. Because of the use of IBAS functions, these enhancements 
are simply performed by including standard, or slightly modified filtering procedu-
res into the current program. During digitization each image is averaged from 10 
integrations to improve the signal to noise ratio and corrected for background 
irregularities (shading correction). The following filtering procedure is then perfor-
med. The difference between the original image and the result of a lowpass 
filtering gives a high pass filtered image. Adding this result image to the original 
image produces a contour enhancement, i.e. the slope of the transition between di-
fferent phases gets steeper. The matrix size of the lowpass filter is freely selectable, 
and is determined by the size of the objects concerned. This filtering procedure 
called EMPHASIZE (Fig.3) gives a much better image than the lateral ihibition 
filter employed by Tieman et al. ('86), which produces a rather 'noisy' image. Fi-
nally areas of special interest can be 'cleaned up' by selectively removing large un-
sharp objects and irregularities, which would otherwise obscure the final image. 
Again this is done interactively by using a standard IBAS function. The procedure 
employed by us produces high quality stereo-images with essentially infinite depth 
of field (Figs.4,5). The standard operations are all carried out by IBAS with great 
speed; a combination image is generated within seconds, and a final reconstruction 
takes only several minutes. 
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OVERVIEW OF CEREBELLAR AFFERENT 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE CLAWED TOAD 
XENOPUS LAEVIS 
Abstract 
The development of cerebellar afférents has been studied in the clawed 
toad. Xenopus laevis, from stage 46 to 64, with the horseradish peroxidase re-
trograde tracer technique Already in stage 48 tadpoles, ι e before the formation 
of the limbs, a distinct set of cerebellar afférents was found Vestibulocerebellar 
(mainly arising bilaterally in the nucleus vestibularis caudahs) and contralateral 
olivocerebellar projections dominate Secondary Irigeminocerebellar (from the 
descending nucleus of the trigeminal nerve) and reticulocerebellar con-
nections were also found At stage 50. spinocerebellar projections appear ori-
ginating from cervical and lower thoracic/ upper lumbar levels The cells of ori-
gin of the spinocerebellar projection can be roughly divided in two neuronal 
types, ipsilaterally projecting large cells, which show a marked resemblance to 
primary motoneurones ('spinal border cells') and smaller contralaterally pro-
jecting neurons Primary spinocerebellar projections from spinal ganglion cells 
could not be demonstrated At stage 50. a possible anuran homologue of the 
mammalian nucleus prepositus hypoglossi was found to project to the cere-
bellum In only one of the experiments labeled neurons were found in the con-
tralateral mesencephalic tegmentum At none of the studied stages a 
raphecerebellar projection could be demonstrated It appears that already early 
in cerebellar development, before the formation of the limbs, most of the cere-
bellar afférents as found in adult Xenopus laevis are present 
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Figure t Diagrammatic representation of three selected hRP-experiments in Xenopus laevis obtai­
ned Irom serial transverse sections showing the bran ste m and spinai cord The extent of the HRP 
deposit is indicated by hatching Inferior dive cells are indicated by black dots vestibular cells by 
triangles and perihypoglossal neurons by open ovals A a stage 48 tadpole brain stem reticuloce-
rebellar and secondary trigeminocerebellar proiections are indicated by arrows В brain stem and 
part of the spmal cord in a stage 57/58 tadpde С bran stem and part of the spral cord in a sta­
ge 64 tadpole D two transverse sections corresponding to thek arrows in Fig 1С the relative po­
sitions of inferior dive perihypoglossal and vestibulocerebellar neurons are shown (cont on next 
page) 
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Introduction 
Cerebellar afferent connections have been studied in a wide variety of terrestrial 
vertebrates (see e.g. Brown-Gould, '80; Bloedel and Courville, '81; Bangma and ten 
Donkelaar, '82; Künzle, '83; Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-Co-
rnehls, '84). Mossy and climbing (olivocerebellar) fiber projections can be dis-
tinguished, each with a different way of termination in the cerebellar cortex. Even 
a simple cerebellum such as that of anurans receive s a broad pattern of afférents 
including vestibulocerebellar, spinocerebellar, trigeminocerebellar, olivocerebellar 
and reticulocerebellar projections (Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-Co-
rnehls, '84). The anuran cerebellar afférents are, apart from pontocerebellar 
afférents, basically similar to those found in amniotes. 
Data on the development of the vertebrate cerebellum are mainly restricted to 
the time of origin, migration and differentiation of cerebellar neurons (see e.g. Al-
tman, '82; Feirabend, '83; Altman and Bayer, '85 а-ç). The development of cere-
bellar connectivity is hardly known. Only recently, some data on the development 
of olivocerebellar (Bishop et al., '83) and spinocerebellar (Martin et al., '83; Arsenio 
Nunes and Sotelo, '85; Lakke et al., '85; Okado and Yoshimoto, '85) projections be-
came available. Anurans such as the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis, offer a unique 
opportunity to study the development of neuronal connections. Transition from the 
aquatic limbless tadpole to the juvenile animal occurs over a protracted period of 
time during which the animal is rather easily accessible for experimental work. Xe-
nopus laevis tadpoles are particularly attractive objects for experimental studies (see 
e.g. ten Donkelaa r and de Boer-van Huizen, '82; van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84), 
as they are remarkably transparant, so that their central nervous system is visible 
in vivo . Moreover, an accurate timetable of their development is available (Nieuwk-
Figure 1 (continued) 
Thin arrows indicate the external arcuate vestibular commissure Abbreviations Vds. de-
scending nucleus of the trigeminal nerve Villen caudal vestibular nucleus cereb cerebellum 
nVIII eighth cranial nerve Oh inferior olive Phy nucleus prepositus hypoglossi, Ri nlenor reti-
cular nucleus sbc spinal border cells spg cervical spnal ganglia Scale is the same in Figs 
B-D scale bars equal 200/um 
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oop and Faber, '67). In Xenopus laevis, the cerebellar plate is formed at about sta-
ge 35 by fusion of the paired cerebellar anlagen. The first fibers appear in this pla-
te at stage 42, and at stage 46 a distinct cerebellar white matter has developed 
(Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67; see also Larsell, '67; Uray and Gona, '77; Uray, '85). 
Purkyne cells can be recognized in the cerebellum at stage 46, the granular layer at 
stage 53. 
In the present study, as part of a larger project on the development of cerebellar 
connectivity in Xenopus laevis, the development of cerebellar afférents was studied 
with the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) technique, beginning at about stage 46, 
when a distinct cerebellar white matter is present and cerebellar afférents can be 
expected. 
Materials and Methods 
Xenopus laevis larvae were obtained by Pregnyl-induced breeding and kept at 
room temperature (20-22 °C) in fresh tap water. They were raised on nettle powder. 
In this study about 50 tadpoles were used ranging from stage 46 to stage 64 (ac-
cording to Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). All HRP experiments were carried out un-
der surgical anaesthesia (tricaine methanesulfonate: MS 222, Sandoz; 0.1 mg/m 1 
tap water) with the aid of a Zeiss preparation microscope. The skin was incised and 
the cerebellum was approached dorsorostrally to avoid damage to the choroid ple-
xus of the fourth ventricle. With fine tungsten needles recrystallised HRP (Boehr-
inger I) was applied to one side of the cerebellum. After a survival time of at least 
24 hours in tap water at room temperature, the animals were reanaesthetized in 
Figure 2 Retrogradely labeled structures in the brain stem after heavy metal intensified diami-
nobenzidme staining A wholemount preparation of a stage 48 tadpole brain showing a labe-
led contralateral cell group ι e the inferior olive arrow points to an ascending fiber prqeclmg 
from this cell group to the cerebellum В transverse section from a stage 50 tadpole showing 
labeled inferior olive cells and the orientation ol their dendrites С part of a stage 48 cere­
bellum contralateral to the application site The thick labeled fibers pass through the cerebellar 
commissure and originate from large cells shown m (E) D reticulocerebellar cell from a sta­
ge 50 tadpole showing a decussating axon (arrow) E large labeled cells in the descending 
nucleus of the trigeminal nerve contralateral to the application site see also Fig 1A F trans­
verse section from a stage 50/51 tadpole showing labeled vestibulocerebellar neurons in the 
nucleus vestibularis caudalis (Villen), and also labeled bipolar neurons in the presumed anuran 
homologue of the mammalan nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Phy) Bars equal 50 ¿im 
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Figure 3 Vestibulocerebellar proiectons η older tadpoles A vestibulocerebellar neu­
rons and external arcuate vestibular commissure (arrows) m a stage 64 tadpole (co­
mpare Fig 1D) В camera lucida drawing of a typical vestibulocerebellar neuron (sta­
ge 64) C. differently shaped vestibulocerebellar cell lying more rostrally in the ventral 
octavus column (see Fig 1С. stage 64) D higher magnification of vestibulocerebellar 
prqection neurons in a stage 57/5Θ tadpole E labeled neurons in the ipsilateral 
vestibular ganglion (stage 53) Bars equal SO/jm 
MS 222 and perfused through the heart with a 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) 
containing 0.25 M sucrose followed by a fixative containing 1.25 % gluta-
raldehyde, 1% formaldehyde and 1% DMSO in phosphate buffer. The brain an d spi­
nal cord were dissected out and postfixed by immersion for one hour in this fixati­
ve at 4 "C They were then stained as a whole with a cobalt-intensified diamino-
benzidine technique (Adams, '81, modified according to van Mier and ten 
Donkelaar, '84). Some brains were dehydrated, mounted in cedarwood-oil and exa­
mined as wholemounts, but the majority was embedded in Polyacrylamide. After 
cryoprotection in a buffered 30% sucrose solution and subsequent freezing of the 
specimens, transverse sections of 40μΓη were cut on a freezing microtome . The se­
ctions were counterstained with neutral red and mounted in DePeX (Gurr). Al­
ternatively, 100дт sections were cut on a vibratome, stained again with the diami-
nobenzidine mixture and directly mounted in glycerin-gelatin. The wholemounts 
and the sectioned material were studied and drawn with the aid of a Zeiss 
microscope equipped with a drawing-tube attachment. Some representative experi­
ments were used to obtain a schematic, reconstruction-like diagram of the brains 
and the labeled structures in them. This was done by regarding the brain stem and 
spinal cord as being linear. Camera lucida drawings of consecutive sections were 
placed appropriate distances apart on a straight line at an angle of 30 degrees to the 
base of the diagram. In general, only contralateral cells groups were plotted, the ex­
ceptions being the spinal border cells and the vestibulocerebellar projection. 
The nomenclature used in this study is based on a cytoarchitectonical analysis of 
the brain stem in Xenopus laevis (Nikundiwe and Nieuwenhuys, '83) and on recent 
HRP studies on cerebellar (Gonzalez et al., '84) and octavolateral (Will et al., '85 
a,b) connections. 
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Figure 4 Reticulocerebellar and olivocerebellar proiections in older tadpoles A labeled 
neurons in the inferior reticular nucleus (stage 60) В camera lucida drawing of a labeled 
reticular neuron in a stage 63/64 tadpole С labeled inferior dive neurons (stage 60) D: 
drawing of infería olive neurons (stage 64) Bars equal δΟ,υπη 
Results 
Because of the small size of the cerebellum, and the difficulties encountered in 
the necessary perfusion procedure, HRP applications in tadpoles younger than sta­
ge 48 were so far unsuccessful. The extent of the HRP- deposit in the injected cere-
bella could easily be determined. In most of the cases, the deposit was rather large, 
comprising most of one side of the cerebellum with only little spread of HRP to 
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the contralateral half. Since the cerebellum in anurans is directly continuous with 
the octavolateral part of the rhombencephalon (Larsell, '67; Nikundiwe and Nieu-
wenhuys, '83; Will et al., '85 a,b), some spread of the enzyme to this area could not 
always be avoided. In cases with small applications only a limited number of labe-
led cells could be demonstrated. 
In stage 48 larvae (see Fig. 1A) retrogradely labeled neurons were observed in a 
variety of brain stem nuclei: a presumed inferior olive, the inferior reticular 
nucleus, the descending nucleus of the trigeminal nerve and the vestibular nuclear 
complex. Somewhat later in development spinocerebellar projections and cerebellar 
afférents from a possible anuran homologue of the mammalian nucleus prepositus 
hypoglossi arise (see Figs. IB, C). Cells of origin of cerebellar afférents were found 
almost exclusively in the rhombencephalon and spinal cord. Only in one of the ex-
periments some retrogradely labeled neurons were observed in the contralateral 
mesencephalic tegmentum. 
Olivocerebellar projections: Most prominent and consistent in wholemounts 
(Fig. 2A) is a group of small cells lying in the caudal brain stem contralateral to the 
HRP-deposit in the cerebellum (Fig. 2B). These cells form a loosely arranged 
cluster at the level of the obex at the ventral border of the grey matter. Their axons 
cross the midline, ascend in the ventral part of the white matter and curve dorsally 
at the level of the rostral rhombencephalon before they enter the cerebellum. The 
dendrites of these neurons project laterally and ventrally into the peripheral white 
matter (Figs. 2B; 4C,D). Their shape, relative position in the brain stem and the 
way in which they project to the cerebellum, strongly suggest that these cells repre-
sent the anuran homologue of the inferior olive (Cochran and Hackett, '77; see also 
Gonzalez et al., '84 and Grover and Grüsser-Cornehls, '84). In older tadpoles more 
olivocerebellar cells were found. 
Reticulocerebellar projections'- Labeled cells in the inferior reticular nucleus 
were found bilateral to the application site. On the contralateral side they were si-
tuated directly rostral to the inferior olive, often being continuous with it (Fig. 1A-
C). They differ from the inferior olive neurons in size and dendritic pattern. The 
dendrites of the large reticulocerebellar neurons are directed more ventrally, fan-
ning out over the white matter (Figs. 2D; 4A,B). Their way of projection, however, 
is similar to the olivocerebellar projection (Fig. 1A). In animals of older stages, 
more reticulocerebellar cells were found. While the dendritic trees of the reticulo-
cerebellar and olivocerebellar neurons in older animals are much larger, the cell 
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Figure 5 Labeled perihypoglossal and spinocerebellar neurons A labeled penhypoglossal 
cells in a stage 60 tadpole ВС drawings ot corresponding neurons to those m A sta­
ge 63/64 and 64 respectively DE photomicrograph an d camera lucida drawing of a large 
'motoneuron-like' spral border cell ipsilateral to the application site Bars equal 50 ¿im 
shape itself shows little variation (compare Figs. 2D-4A, 2B-4C, respectively). In the 
tadpoles studied no labeled neurons were found in the inferior raphe nucleus. 
Trigeminocerebellar projections: Labeled cells comparable in size to the reticu-
locerebellar cells were found in the descending nucleus of the trigeminal nerve 
(Fig. 2E). Their thick axons could be traced ipsilaterally to the cerebellum where 
they pass through the cerebellar commissure (Figs. 2C; 1A). In older tadpoles only 
very few labeled cells in the descending nucleus of the trigeminal nerve could be 
demonstrated. 
Vestibulocerebellar projections: In Xenopus laevis (Gonzalez et al., '84; Will et 
al., '85 a,b) as in other anurans (Grover and Griisser-Cornehls, '84 ) a large contri-
bution to the cerebellar afférents is made by primary and secondary 
vestibulocerebellar projections. Cells of origin of primary vestibulocerebellar pro-
jections were not found in the ipsilateral vestibular ganglion before stage 53 (Fig. 
3E). From stage 48 on, consistently an extensive group of neurons of secondary 
vestibulocerebellar projections was labeled retrogradely after HRP application to the 
cerebellum (Figs. IA-D; 2F; 3A,D). These cells were found contralateral as well as 
ipsilateral to the HRP deposit in the cerebellum (Fig. ID). They occupy a position 
in the caudal half of the brain stem defined by Will et al. ('85 a,b) as the caudal 
vestibular nucleus. Some cells were also found in the medial vestibular nucleus. The 
axons of vestibulocerebellar projection neurons course along the external and inter-
nal arcuate (vestibular) commissures (Figs. ID; ЗА). The dendritic projection of the 
vestibulocerebellar neurons to the white matter in older tadpoles tends to be more 
massive than in younger ones (compare Fig. 3A,D). A few larger labeled cells were 
found in more rostral areas of the ventral octavus column (Fig. 3C). Beginning at 
stage 50 a predominantly contralateral projection to the cerebellum from the re­
gion of the motor nucleus of the vagus nerve was noted (Figs. 1C,D: Phy). These 
neurons form a diffuse cluster, in transverse sections situated between the 
vestibulocerebellar and reticulocerebellar cells (Fig. 2F) and possibly represent the 
anuran homologue of the mammalian nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (Gonzalez et 
al., '84). Throughout development they remain rather bipolary in shape (Fig. 
5A-C). 
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Spinocerebellar projections: In adult Xenopus laevis two spinocerebellar tracts 
were found, viz., an ipsilateral dorsal spinocerebellar tract, presumably arising in 
dorsal root ganglion cells, and a larger ventral pathway, bilaterali y arising in the 
spinal grey matter (Gonzalez et al., '84). The first secondary spinocerebellar neu­
rons were found in stage 50 tadpoles but in this investigation no primary spinocere­
bellar projection was noted, i.e. in none of the studied stages labeled cells were 
found in the spinal ganglia. The secondary spinocerebellar neurons were found in 
the spinal cord at cervical and lower thoracic / upper lumbar levels. They are situa­
ted in the medial motor column of the ventrolateral spinal grey. Two neuronal ty­
pes were noted: ipsilaterally projecting large cells, which show a marked rese­
mblance to primary motoneurons (cf. van Mier et al., '85), and smaller, contralate-
rally projecting cells. The axons of the smaller cells cross at the segmental level and 
ascend together with the axons of the large 'motoneuron-like' cells in the ventral 
white matter to the cerebellum. The dendritic tree of the large 'motoneuron-like' 
cell is very extensive and may comprise 250 μτη or more in stage 64 tadpoles (Fig. 
5D,E). 
Discussion 
The presented data show that already in young Xenopus tadpoles, prior to the de­
velopment of the limbs, a variety of neuronal structures in the brain stem and spi­
nal cord project to the cerebellum. First vestibulocerebellar and olivocerebellar con­
nections dominate, but somewhat later in development the number of reticulocere-
bellar and spinocerebellar fibers increases. The projection from the possible anu-
ran homologue of the mammalian nucleus prepositus hypoglossi arises also later. 
Only in the earliest stage studied (48), a projection was noted from the descending 
nucleus of the trigeminal nerve. 
The labeled cells in the mesencephalon were only found in a stage 64 tadpole. 
They are situated in the contralateral mesencephalic tegmentum. Corresponding 
cells have been found in adult Xenopus laevis by Gonzalez et al. ('84). These 
authors argued that the labeling of these cells resulted from damaging the 
rubrospinal tract. However, such labeling may also be due to uptake of HRP by di­
rect rubrocerebellar fibers or by collaterals from rubrospinal fibers to the cere­
bellum (see also Larson-Prior and Cruce, '84). 
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Although in cytoarchitectural studies of the anuran brain stem no inferior olive 
can be distinguished (Nieuwenhuys and Opdam, '76; Opdam et al., '76; Nikundiwe 
and Nieuwenhuys, '83), electrophysiological (Cochran and Hackett, '77) and anato-
mical tract-tracing studies (Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-Cornehls, '84) 
strongly suggest that in anurans an inferior olive is present. In young tadpoles, i.e. at 
stage 48, already many small cells in the caudal brain stem contralateral to the HRP 
deposit were labeled from the cerebellum. They remain very similar in form 
throughout development and can be recognized by their bipolary appearance in th e 
left-right axis. Very likely, these cells represent the anuran homologue of the infe-
rior olive. 
Reticular projections to the cerebellum were demonstrated in various anurans 
(Wilczynski, '82; Gonzalez et al., '84; reticulocerebellar projection found in Xeno-
pus tadpoles. Labeled cells were found in the inferior reticular nucleus from sta-
ge 48 on. The number of labeled neurons increases in the course of development. 
The extent of the dendritic field of these neurons increases as th e peripheral white 
matter increases in thickness. 
In the present study, surprisingly, no raphecerebellar projection could be demo-
nstrated. As shown by retrograde HRP-tracing studies, the adult cerebellum of seve-
ral anuran species receives a rather abundant innervation from the inferior raphe 
nucleus (Cochran and Hackett, '77; Wilczynski, '82; ('86) showed that many neu-
rons of the inferior raphe nucleus in Xenopus laevis contain the neurotransmitter 
serotonin and that a raphespinal projection evolves early in development. In a preli-
minary study, serotonergic fibers were demonstrated in the cerebellum of Xenopus 
stage 56 tadpoles possibly originating from the inferior raphe nucleus (van der 
Linden, unpublished observations). This is in keeping with data in the bullfrog 
(Ueda et al., '84), in the chick (Sako et al., '86) and in the opossum (Bishop et al., 
'85). 
A secondary trigeminocerebellar projection from the descending trigeminal 
nucleus also arises early. In anurans, such afférents have been reported by several in-
vestigators (Larsell, '67; Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-Cornehls, '84). 
However, it is unclear whether these axons actually enter the cerebellum or only de-
cussate via the cerebellar commissure, possibly reaching the contralateral nucleus 
of the descending trigeminal tract. In the anuran cerebellum, an intertrigeminal co-
mmissure has been described by several authors using normal material (silver stai-
ning techniques, see Larsell, '67). The labeling of trigeminal cells in stage 48 tadpo-
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les but also in adult Xenopus (see Gonzalez et al., '84) might be due to uptake of 
HRP by damaged fibers in this intertrigeminal commissure. In our older tadpoles 
almost no secondary trigeminal projections were found, probably indicating more 
restricte d HRP applications. 
Cells of origin of vestibulocerebellar projections were found mainly within the 
confines of the caudal vestibular nucleus as defined by Will et al. ('85 a). Some 
vestibulocerebellar neurons were found in the medial vestibular nucleus. Our data 
are in keeping with findings in an anterograde HRP tracing study (Will et al., '85 b) 
in which also the caudal vestibular nucleus was found to be the major source of se-
condary vestibulocerebellar projections. A few larger cells projecting to the cere-
bellum were found in the rostral part of the vestibular nuclear complex. In Xeno-
pus laevis tadpoles, vestibular neurons in this area have been shown to project to 
the spinal cord (van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84). The projection from the 
vestibular nuclear complex to the cerebellum is present early (stage 48) and con-
sists of rather stereotyped cells . In several older tadpoles larger vestibulocerebellar 
neurons were found. Because they are situated more rostrally in the vestibular 
nuclear complex and show a quite different morphology (Fig. 3C, compare to Fig. 
3B), they probably belong to another category of vestibular cells. 
In adult Xenopus laevis cells of origin of cerebellar afférents were found in the 
ventrolateral corner of the caudal part of the fourth ventricle (Gonzale ζ et al., '84). 
From their relative position these authors argued that these cells might represent an 
anuran homologue of the mammalian nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (see also 
Brown-Gould, '80 and Brodai, '81). Corresponding neurons have been found in this 
study. They are projecting to the cerebellum beginning at stage 50. Labeled neu­
rons in this region are characterized by a bipolary shape in the dorso-ventral axis 
(Figs 2F; 5A,B,C), and appear ipsi- as well as contralateral to the application site. 
The shape of these cells, however, is no/t unique among the cerebellar afferent 
cells. Similar cells have been found in the vestibar nuclear complex (see Fig. 3D). 
In Xenopus laevis spinocerebellar fibers appear to innervate the cerebellu m 
from stage 50 on. The spinocerebellar projection originates from neurons situated at 
cervical and lower thoracic-upper lumbar levels in the medial motor column (Figs. 
1B,C: sbc). The 'motoneuron-like' form of these spinocerebellar neurons, and their 
position in the ventral horn of the spinal cord, suggests that these cells are compa­
rable to the spinal border cells projecting to the cerebellum in mammals. In mam­
mals these spinal border cells form the cells of origin of the ventral spinocere-
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bellar tract (VSCT, see e.g. Matsushita et al., '79; Ito, '84; Bloedel and Co-
urville, '81). A clear difference, however, is the more caudal position of the mammal 
Han VSCT-cells, and the fact that the mammalian VSCT-axons cross at the seg 
gmental level and once again in the cerebellum. Labeled cells contralaterally to the 
cerebellar application site have also been demonstrated in this study, but they are 
smaller and are far less 'motoneuron-like' than the ipsilateral ones (Figs. 1B,C). 
Other spinocerebellar cells such as demonstrated in adult Xenopus (Gonzalez et al., 
'84) were not found. More in particular, so far no labeled cells could be demonstrat 
ted in the spinal ganglia. So it would appear that except for the ventral spinocereb 
bellar tract all other spinocerebellar afférents evolve later in development. From our 
results it is clear that most of the cerebellar afférents found in Xenopus laevis and in 
anurans in general, are already present in young Xenopus laevis tadpoles at least bef 
fore stage 50 at the beginning of limb development. Possible exceptions are the 
raphecerebellar and the dorsal spinocerebellar tract and primary vestibulocerebellar 
projections. 
The abundancy of some cerebellar afférents in stage 48 tadpoles most likely indie 
cates that they arise even earlier in development. With regard to the development of 
the cerebellum itself, in which Purkyne cells start differentiating at about stage 46, 
and granule cells even later (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67), cerebellar afférents inn 
nervate a rather immature cerebellum. This is in keeping with data in the rat 
(Arsenio Nunes and Sotelo, '85) and in the white leghorn. Gallus domesticus (Feirab 
bend, '83; Lakke et al., '85), where afferent fibers appear in the cerebellum some 
time before cerebellar cell differentiation and subsequently synaptogenesis occurs. 
Further investigation will be necessary to reveal the precise time course and 
organization of ingrowing cerebellar afférents in the clawed toad Xenopus laevis. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPINOCEREBELLAR 
AFFERENTS IN XENOPUS LAEVIS 
Abstract 
The development of spinocerebellar proiections in the clawed toad Xenopus 
laevis was studied with horseradish peroxidase as an anterograde and retrograde 
tracer Early in development cells of origin of spinocerebellar projections were 
found contralaterally in or close to the medial motor column In older tadpoles 
ipsilaterally pro/ecting spinal neurons were also labeled from the cerebellum The-
se are virtually indistinguishable from the large primary motoneurons that occupy a 
very similar position in the spinal cord Most of the labeled spinal cells were found 
in the thoracic spinal cord they lie halfway between the brachial and lumbar se-
condary motor columns Surprisingly no primary spinocerebellar projection arising 
from dorsal root spinal ganglion cells could be demonstrated in Xenopus laevis 
tadpoles and adult toads Therefore fibers in the cerebellum that were labeled ant-
erogradely from the spinal cord can be expected to originate exclusively from the 
secondary spinocerebellar tract cells These fibers appear to cross the cerebellum 
in or at the border of the granular layer The present data suggest that in Xenopus 
laevis early m the development of the cerebellum a distinct secondary spinocere-
bellar projection is already present originating in neurons that can be compared 
with the spinal border cells in mammals The relative sparseness of this seconda-
ry spinocerebellar projection and the apparent absence of primary spinocere-
bellar afférents probably indicate that spinocerebellar pathways are only of minor 
importance in the clawed toad Xenopus laevis The possibility remains however 
that the expansion of the secondary spinocerebellar pathway only starts when 
metamorphosis has been completed 
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Introduction 
Numerous anatomical and electrophysiological studies in amphibians (Hay-
le, '73; Ebbesson, '69,'76), reptiles (Ebbesson, '67, 69; Jacobs, '68; Bangma and ten 
Donkelaar, '82; Künzle, '82, '83), birds (Feirabend et al., '76; Vielvoye, '77) and 
mammals (e.g. Hubbard and Oscarsson, '62; Hazlett et al., '71; Oscarsson and Sjö-
lund, '77 a-c; Snyder et al., '78; Matsushita et al., '79; Matsushita and Hosoya, '82; 
Grant et al., '82; Yaginuma and Matsushita, '87; for reviews see Oscarsson, '73; 
Bloedel and Courville, '81; Ito '84) have been carried out to analyze the 
organization of the spinocerebellar system in terrestrial vertebrates. All the axons 
in these tracts terminate as mossy fibers in certain parts of the cerebellar granular 
layer and, like other cerebellar afférents, tend to be arranged in longitudinal bands 
(Voogd, '69; Feirabend et al., '76; Watson et al., '76; Arsenio Nunes and Sotelo, '85; 
Okado et al., '87 a,b). A growing number of investigations confirms the notion that 
a basic pattern of connections can be recognized in the central nervous system of 
all terrestrial vertebrates (Northcutt, '79). This also seems to hold true for spinoce-
rebellar connections (Bangma and ten Donkelaar, '82; Künzle, '83; Gonzalez et al., 
'84; Grover and Grüsser-Cornehls, '84). In anurans several investigators showed the 
existence of two separate spinocerebellar pathways which, in analogy to those ex-
isting in mammals, have been designated the dorsal (DSCT)- and ventral (VSCT) 
spinocerebellar tracts. Apparently in contrast with its mammalian counterpart (see 
Bloedel and Courville, '81; Ito, '84), in anurans the DSCT has been shown to origi-
nate from dorsal root ganglion cells of the limb-innervating spinal ganglia (Joseph 
and Whitlock, '68; Székely et al., '80). Similar observations have been made in a 
turtle (Künzle, '82). Axons in the anuran VSCT are thought to originate from neu-
rons scattered in the ventral grey matter (Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-
Figure 1 Contralaterally labeled spinocerebellar neurons ABC Morphology and positiomn 
the spinal cord of contralateral spinocerebellar neurons in stages 49 52/53 and 64 re-
spectively broad arrows point to crossing axons a nearby primary motoneuron is indica-
teci in A Insets show rostrocaudal positon of the cells in the spnal coed small arrows pant 
to application sites, secondary motor columns are mdcated by shading D- HRP-deposits 
in cases depicted in А В and С respectively E Photomicrograph of the same eel as that 
depicted in A arrows pont to primary motoneurons on the opposite side slightly enlarged 
to A Scale is the same in А В and С Horizontal bar equals 100 jum vertical bars equal 1 
mm 
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Cornehls, '84). Recently, in mammals, much attention has been focussed on the de-
velopment of cerebellar afférents (O'Leary et al, '71; Hamori and Somogyi, '83; Bi-
shop et al., '85; O'Donoghue et al., '87), and the development of spinocerebellar 
projections in particular (Martin et al., '83; Arsenio Nunes and Sotelo, '85). In the 
rat spinocerebellar axons are present early and 'wait' in the cerebellar white matter 
until their target cells have migrated from the external granular layer to an inter-
nal position and subsequent differentiation has begun (Arsenio Nunes and Sote-
lo, '85). Similar observations have been made in other amniote species (Lakke and 
Feirabend, '84; Okado et al., '87a,b). Although anurans are very suitable animals for 
developmental studies (see e.g. Roberts and Clarke, '82; Nordlander, '84; van Mier 
and ten Donkelaar, '84), data on cerebellar development have been mainly re-
stricted to time of origin, migration and differentiation of cerebellar neurons (Uray 
and Gona, '77; Uray, '85; Uray et al., '87). Only few data are available on the deve-
lopment of cerebellar connections, including spinocerebellar afférents. A recent in-
vestigation in Xenopus laevis showed that most cerebellar afférents are present 
rather early with respect to the development of the cerebellum (van der Linden and 
ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). In Xenopus laevis, the cerebellar plate is formed at 
about stage 35 by fusion of the paired cerebellar anlagen. The first fibers appear in 
this plate at stage 42, and at stage 46 a distinct cerebellar white matter has develo-
ped (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67; see also Larsell, '67; Uray and Gona, '77; Uray, 
'85). Purkyne cells can be recognized in the cerebellum at stage 46, the granular 
layer at stage 53. The present paper focusses on the development of spinocerebellar 
projections in the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis. This study forms part of a larger 
project on the development of cerebellar connectivity aiming to unravel the role of 
the cerebellum in motor control in anurans. The ingrowth of spinal fibers in the 
cerebellum and the development of their cells of origin were studied with 
horseradish peroxidase as an anterograde and retrograde tracer, respectively. 
Figure 2 Ipsilaterally labeled spnocerebellar cells A Camera lucida drawing of an 
ipsilateral spinocerebellar neuron in a stage 52/53 tadpole В Position of this cell in the 
spinal cord secondary motor columns are indicated by hatching arrow points to applica­
tion site С Position of two corresponding cells in a stage 63/64 tadpole D Camera lu­
cida drawing of the two cells indicated by dots in С the nucleus of the cells is indicated 
broad arrows point to ipsilaterally ascending axons m Mauthner axon Scale is the same 
η A and D Horizontal scale bar equals ЮОлт vertical scale bars equal 1 mm 
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Figure 3 Large ipsilateral 'motoneuron-like' spinocerebellar cell A Stereo-pholo-
micrograph reconstructed from two 100 ¿im transverse sections В Camera lucida dra­
wing showing dendritic organization and axon (broad arrow) С Position of the cell shown 
η A and В m the spinal cord, arrow indicates application site η the cerebellum, secondary 
motor columns are indicated by shading Horizontal scale bar equals 100,um vertical bar 
equals 1 mm 
Materials and methods 
Adult clawed toads (Xenopus laevis (Daudin)) were kept in fresh tap water at 
20-22 "C and fed with Carnicon (Trouw). Larvae were obtained from these animals 
by Pregnyl (Organon)- induced breeding, kept in aerated tap water at moderate de­
nsities at 20-22 °C, and raised on nettle powder. Young toads were fed Tubifex. For 
this study, 4 adult male, 2 adult female toads, and some 50 tadpoles ranging from 
stage 44 to 66 (according to Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67) were used. All operations 
were carried out under tricaine methanesulphonate anaesthesia (MS 222, Sandoz; 
adults 1.5-2 mg/ml; larvae 0.1 mg/ml tap water). The brains and spinal cords of the 
animals were exposed by incision of the skin and in the case of young toads and 
adults, by removal of parts of the skull and vertebrae, respectively. After incision of 
the dura, horseradish peroxidase (Boehringer grade I) was recrystallized from dis­
tilled water onto sharp tungsten needles and applied in several ways: 1) to one side 
of the cerebellum (stages 46-64); 2) to the large lumbar and brachial spinal ganglia 
(stages 59-66 and adults); 3) to the trunk- and limb musculature (stage 53,59) and 
4) at several levels to the spinal cord (stages 44-66). After appropriate survival ti­
mes (larvae 24 hours, young toads and adults 1-4 days) the animals were rea-
naesthetised with an overdose of MS 222, and perfused through the heart with 0.1 
M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.25 M sucrose, followed by a fixative con­
taining 1.25 % glutaraldehyde, 1 % formaldehyde and 1% dimethyl sulphoxide 
(DMSO) in phosphate buffer. During immersion fixation for one hour in the same 
fixative the brains and spinal cords were dissected out and subsequently washed 
overnight in phosphate buffer at 4 0C. They were then processed as a whole with a 
cobalt intensified diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining method (Adams, '81; modified 
according to van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84). The smaller brains (up to stage 50) 
were osmicated for one hour (1 % osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 
7.4), dehydrated and embedded via propylene oxide in Epon. They were sectioned 
on a serial microtome (equipped with a Teflon edged razor-blade) at 20 /лп and 
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mounted in Epon. While a wholemount staining for HRP with DAB as the chromo-
gen works well for small brains, for larger brains problems arise with respect to the 
penetration of the staining solutions (see also Fritzsch and Nikundiwe, '84). To eli­
minate these problems a method was developed for larger brains. After the usual 
wholemount staining (van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84), the larger brains were 
embedded in Polyacrylamide and secticned on a freezing microtome or a 
vibratome at 40 μτη and 100 /mi, respectively. These sections were stained once 
again with the cobalt/DAB staining method. They were then mounted directly in 
glycerin-gelatin or, alternatively, counterstained with neutral red, dehydrated, and 
mounted in DePeX (Gurr). Labeled neurons and fibers were photographed with a 
Zeiss photomicroscope and drawn with an attached drawing tube. For normal vie­
wing, the monobjective microscope was made stereoscopic with the aid of polariza­
tion filters. From thick sections, three-dimensional image reconstructions of labe­
led structures were made according to van der Linden et al. ('88; Chapter 3), using 
a Zeiss/Kontron IBAS II image analyser. 
Results 
Technique. With the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) technique used, labeled cells 
and processes were easily recognised. The label was evenly distributed and even the 
finest axons and dendrites were clearly stained against the background. The site of 
application and the extent of the HRP deposit could be properly determined (see 
Fig. ID). Stereoscopic viewing and subsequent stereo-reconstruction of thick se­
ctions gave good three-dimensional insight in the form of the labeled structures 
(see Fig. ЗА). 
Retrograde labeling. 
In most of the cases, the HRP deposit was rather large, covering most of the 
molecular and granular layers on one side of the cerebellum, but with only little 
spread of the enzyme to the contralateral half (Fig. ID). Care was taken not to in­
volve the adjacent parts of the brain stem in the application. The number of labe­
led spinocerebellar afférents was only moderate. In spite of the large applications, in 
a few cases no spinocebellar neurons could be demonstrated at all, although in the 
brain stem of these animals many cells were labeled (see also van der Linden and 
ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). In most other animals only two to four labeled spi-
nocerebellar neurons were found. The retrograde labeling experiments were limi-
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ted by the smallness of the cerebellum in young larvae. In animals younger than 
stage 48, HRP applications could not be restricted to the cerebellum and therefore 
at these stages the spinocerebellar projection could hardly be investigated re-
trogradely. Already at stage 48, spinocerebellar neurons could be demonstrated, si-
tuated halfway between the obex and the thoracic section, but also just caudal to 
the latter. Until stage 52/53 only contralaterally projecting cells were found. They 
appear in, or close to, the medial motor column, where they lie adjacent to the large 
primary motoneurons (Fig. 1). The axons of the spinocerebellar cells decussate at 
the segmental level and ascend in the contralateral spinal white matter to the cere-
bellum (Fig. 1, broad arrows). In somewhat older tadpoles (stage 52/53), apart from 
the contralaterally projecting spinocerebellar cells, ipsilaterally projecting ones were 
also found. All spinocerebellar neurons at these and later stages occupy the same 
rostrocaudal position, i.e. they lie halfway between the brachial and lumbar secon-
dary motor columns (Figs. 1B,C; 2B,C; 3C). Again, like all spinocerebellar cells, 
they are situated at the ventral edge of the spinal grey matter, in, or close to the 
medial motor column. At stage 52/53, no apparent morphological difference could 
be observed between ipsi- and contralaterally projecting neurons. As compared to 
the labeled cells found in earlier stages the dendrites of both types of neurons gene-
rally show a more mature appearance. A clear difference between ipsi- and contra-
laterally projecting spinocerebellar neurons was seen in the oldest stages studied 
(stage 64). In these animals the labeled cells contralateral to the injection site sho-
wed a morphology similar to the ones found in earlier stages (compare Figs. 
1A,B,C). The ipsilaterally projecting cells, however, have become quite large, and 
show a remarkable resemblance to the large primary motoneurons that lie in their 
direct vicinity (Figs. 2D; 3A,B). Just as those of these large motoneurons, the de-
ndrites of the ipsilaterally projecting spinocerebellar neurons ramify widely into the 
ventrolateral white matter. Dendritic branches were also observed in the spinal grey. 
The dendritic trees may extend for 250μιη or more in rostrocaudal direction. Their 
axons enter the ventral white matter and could be traced all the way up to the cere­
bellum. In the sections adjacent to the one that holds the cell soma, these axons 
show fine perpendicular collaterals that run dorsally through the spinal grey, some­
times reaching the contralateral side. Often these fine branches terminate in a mi­
nute growth cone. The axon of one of the large spinocerebellar neurons was seen to 
bifurcate in a rostrocaudal direction. Its descending branch could be traced several 
hundreds of micrometers caudalwards before it was lost. This descending branch 
displayes the same morphology as the ascending one, with thin perpendicular co­
llaterals. 
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Anterograde labeling. 
Primary afférents: muscular applications. After HRP application to the trunk 
musculature on one side, a compact bundle of labeled primary afférents was found 
ascending in the superficial part of the dorsal funiculus in the spinal cord. At the 
level of the obex this bundle gradually bends to a more ventrolateral position and in 
the brain stem the fibers run in rostral direction at the border of the basal- and alar 
plates (Fig. 4A). Individual fibers split off the main bundle and terminate in the 
rostral vestibular area and just below the cerebellar granular layer. In no case labe-
led fibers were observed entering the cerebellum. HRP application to muscles of 
the limbs gave results similar to those described above. Especially in older tadpo-
les, the labeled fibers could not be traced more than halfway up the brain stem. 
Primary afférents: applications to the spinal ganglia. After HRP application to 
the large brachial and lumbar ganglia of tadpoles and adults (spinal nerves 3,4 and 
9,10, respectively), a massive projection of primary afférents to the corresponding 
lateral motor column was found. In addition, labeled ascending afférents could be 
traced via the dorsal funiculus. The course of these fibers is very similar to that 
found after muscular HRP applications. The fibers ascend in the superficial part of 
the dorsal funiculus, bend ventrolaterally at the level of the obex, and turn 
dorsomedially in the rostral rhombencephalon. Gradually more fibers split off 
from the main bundle until the most rostrally extending fibers terminate just be-
low the cerebellar granular layer (Figs. 4B,D). No clear difference with respect to 
this termination pattern was observed between cases of brachial and lumbar HRP 
application. HRP applications in adult animals gave results very similar to those in 
older larvae and young toads (stages 58-66; see Figs. 4C,E). 
Spinal HRP applications. The HRP applications made at several levels in the 
spinal cord were relatively large. Most of the application sites in older tadpoles were 
generally confined to one side of the cord, whereas in younger stages many of the 
Figure 4 Labeling of primary afférents A Labeled prmary afferent fibers termmatrig in the brain 
stem of a stage 53 tadpole. HRP was applied to the thaacic musculature on one side В Labeled 
primary afferente in the brain stem of a young toad (stage 66). HRP was applied to the 10th spinal 
ganglion, the fibers are seen to terminate |ust below the granular layer which is indicated by shading 
С Photomicrographs of primary afférents terminating л the brain stem of an adult toad. HRP was ap­
plied to the 4th spinal ganglion D· Terminating primary afferente labeled from the 3rd spmal ganglion 
(stage 58/59) E· Section more rostral to that shown η С. showing less labeled fibers The small cell 
nuclei are those of granule cells (gr) Scale is the same л A and В Bars equal 1 mm in A and B, and 
40 ¿urn in C-E 
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sites were bilateral. Spread of HRP was seen along the entire dorsoventral axis. 
Large quantities of retrogradely labeled neurons were found in the brain stems and 
spinal cords of all the studied tadpoles. These cells will not be discussed here any 
further. For a detailed analysis of the cells of origin of supraspinal projections to the 
spinal cord see: ten Donkelaar and de Boer-van Huizen ('82), van Mier et al., ('84) 
and Nordlander et al., ('85). After HRP application to the spinal cords of the 
youngest tadpoles studied (stage 44), a large fiber tract was traced in rostrocaudal 
direction. Most of the fibers in this ventrally situated tract represent retrogradely la-
beled fibers from several brain stem nuclei (see van Mier et al., '84; Nordlander et 
al., '85). More rostrally, at the entrance level of the Vth cranial nerve, the tract is 
still considerable. At this level it divides into three components (see Fig. 5A): 1) a re-
trogradely labeled large tract which originates in trigeminal ganglion cells, 2) a so-
mewhat smaller retrogradely labeled bundle of fibers arising in the nucleus intersti-
tialis of the fasciculus longitudinalis medialis, which dives under the deep dorsal 
mesorhombencephalic groove, and 3) a very small bundle of anterogradely labeled 
fibers that ascends from a lateral position dorsomedially and enters the cerebellar 
commissure (Fig. 5A, small arrows). At stage 44 the latter were the only labeled fi-
bers found in the cerebellar anläge. In transverse sections they were seen to enter 
the cerebellum laterally. From this position these fibers take an undulating course 
through the cerebellar commissure to the contralateral side (Figs. 5B, 6A). At this 
stage, some of them seem to end blindly in the commissure, while others, who 
have not yet reached the commissure, bear flat, handlike growth cones. In sta-
ge 46, besides the commissural fibers, labeled fibers were also found more dorsally 
in the cerebellum (Fig. 5C). They enter the cerebellum at the same lateral position. 
Many of these fibers were seen branching in the ipsilateral part of the cerebellum, 
sometimes reaching the molecular layer. At branching points often irregular pro-
trusions were seen reminiscent of the "mossy" fibers described in other develop-
mental studies on cerebellar afférents (Fig. 5C; see e.g. Mason,'87). In older stages 
this irregular pattern of branching fibers is supplemented with another, stereotypic 
symmetrical pattern of labeled fibers (Fig. 6). From a ventrolateral position these 
fibers travel medially, more or less parallel to the cerebellar surface, through the 
granular layer, and then cross to the contralateral part of the cerebellum. The 
crossing commissural fibers persist in all stages. In many preparations, except for 
the labeled fibers in the cerebellum, a bundle of fibers was seen terminating just 
below the cerebellum at the dorsolateral rim of the basal plate (Figs. 5D,6B arrows). 
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Figure 5 Anterograde labeling of spinocerebellar afférents A Parasagittal section through the brain 
stem of a stage 44 tadpole after HRP application to the spinal cord, large arrows indicate three con-
tingents of fiber (above anterogradely labeled spinocerebellar fibers, in the middle: retrogradely labe-
led interstitiospmal fibers, below retrogradely labeled fibers in the descending trigeminal tract), labe-
led fibers on their way up to the cerebellar commissure are marked by small double arrows В Pho­
tomicrograph of transverse section through the cerebellum of a stage 44 tadpole a spinocerebellar 
fiber is seen to pass through the cerebellar commissure to the contralateral side (double arrows), C·. 
Transverse section through the brain stem of a stage 46 tadpole labeled fibers are seen branching 
into the alar plate where they form mossy varicosities (arrows) D Photomicrograph of a transverse 
section through the cerebellum of a stage 48 tadpole labeled fibers are seen in the cerebellar cell 
mass Primary afférents are seen to terminate |ust under the cerebellar granular layer with large vari-
cosities (arrow) All scale bars equal 50 дл 
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These fibers were shown to be primary afférents. Their termination area seems to 
involve the cerebellar nucleus (see also Chapter 7). 
Discussion 
In adult anurans, the spinocerebellar projection appears to consist of two separa-
te pathways: the ventral- and dorsal spinocerebellar tracts. After injection of HRP 
in the cerebellum of Rana species, labeled cells were found at cervical levels in the 
ventral horn of the spinal grey matter (Grover and Griisser-Cornehls, '84). In Xe-
nopus laevis corresponding cells were found in the ventrolateral spinal field and in 
addition 'motoneuron-like' spinocerebellar cells were found situated ventrally at 
brachial and thoracic levels in the spinal cord (Gonzalez et al., '84). AU these 
ventrally situated neurons are thought to form the ventral spinocerebellar tract. In 
anurans, the dorsal spinocerebellar tract appears to consist only of dorsal root fi-
bers from limb innervating spinal segments (Joseph and Whitlock, '68; Rush-
mer, '70; Antal et al., '80; Székely et al., '80), and consequently some spinai 
ganglion cells were found to project to the cerebellum in adult Xenopus laevis 
(Gonzalez et al., '84). In Rana species, no labeled cells were found in the dorsal part 
of the spinal cord even after large HRP injections in the cerebellum (Grover and 
Griisser-Cornehls '84), while in Xenopus, labeled cells in the dorsal part of the spi-
nal grey were only found after large HRP deposits in the cerebellum which pro-
bably involved subcerebellar regions (Gonzalez et al. '84). On the basis of these re-
sults, the dorsal spinocerebellar tract of anurans is regarded as a primary pro-
jection, while the ventral spinocerebellar tract is considered to be a secondary one. 
Technical considerations. 
While a wholemount staining for HRP with DAB as the chromogen works well 
for small brains, for larger brains problems arise with respect to the penetration of 
the staining solutions (see also Fritzsch and Nikundiwe '84). To eliminate these pro-
blems a method has been developed which gives excellent results even with the 
largest brains used (stage 66, adults). After the usual wholemount staining (van 
Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84), thick sections (100 ^ m) are cut on a vibratome or 
freezing microtome. These are stained once more using the same staining proto-
col (van der Linden et al., '88; Chapter 3). The second staining procedure effectively 
enhances the staining of labeled neurons and allows the visualization of even the fi-
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nest dendritic branches. Anterogradely labeled fibers are also heavily stained with 
this method. In Xenopus, we find our technique at least as sensitive as, but much 
more consistent than methods based on other anterograde tracers such as Phaseo-
lus leuco-agglutinin (PHA-L) and several fluorescent dyes. Especially in combina-
tion with these thick sections, three-dimensional viewing and three-dimensional 
reconstruction are highly illustrative and reveal details that would normally be very 
difficult to see (see Fig. ЗА). 
Development of the spinocerebellar projection. 
In all of the developmental stages studied only a few spinocerebellar neurons 
were found retrogradely labeled, even after relatively large HRP applications. This 
probably reflects the natural situation, because the presence of numerous labeled 
other cerebellar afferent cells (i.e., vestíbulo-, retículo- and olivocerebellar neurons; 
see van der Linden and ten Donkclaar, '87; Chapter 4) indicates a successful proce-
dure and precludes technical causes. In the present study only one population of spi-
nocerebellar neurons was found, located ventrally in the spinal cord. In young tad-
poles, no distinct rostrocaudal pattern in the distribution of spinocerebellar cells 
was observed, but from stage 52/53 on virtually all spinocerebellar cells were found 
in a position halfway between the brachial and lumbar lateral motor columns. In 
all cases the spinocerebellar neurons were situated in, or close to the medial motor 
column (which innervates axial musculature) among the large primary motoneu-
rons (Figs. 1,2,3). This situation differs from the results obtained in Rana, where 
spinocerebellar neurons were found predominantly at cervical levels (Grover and 
Griisser-Cornehls, '84), but corresponds rather well with the position of 'motoneu-
ron-like' spinocerebellar cells found in adult Xenopus, which are also located at 
thoracic levels (Gonzalez et al., '84: their Figs. 3C, 5G,H). In the present study, 
especially in older tadpoles, large labeled cells were found that bear a remarkable 
resemblance in shape, size and position to the primary motoneurons situated 
nearby in the medial motor column (Fig. 3B, see also: Forehand and Farei, '82; van 
Mier et al., '85; van der Linden and ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). The axons of 
these cells ascend to the cerebellum in stead of descending and leaving the spinal 
cord through the ventral roots, as motor-axons do (van Mier et al., '85; Westerfield 
and Eisen, '85). So far, such large spinocerebellar neurons have not been decribed 
in other anurans, although Hayle ('73), after lesioning the spinal cord in Rana 
temporaria, observed degenerating axons of large diameter in the ventral spi noce-
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Figure 6 Anterograde labeling of spinocerebellar afférents A Reconstruction from three 
transverse 20/um Epon sections showing the cerebellum of a stage 49 tadpole with labe-
led spinocerebellar fibers, one fiber is seen to cross to the contralateral side ve the cere-
bellar commissure (commissure and molecular layer indicated by white areas). B; Darkfield 
photomicrograph showing the cerebellum and ad|acent brain stem of a stage 59 tadpole 
after application of HRP to the thoracic spinal cord, labeled fibers are seen in the granular 
and Purkyne cell layers the arrow points to a group of labeled primary afférents С Detail 
from В All bars equal 100мп 
rebellar tract. The course taken by these fibers, closely corresponds to the way by 
which the large 'motoneuron-like' cells project to the cerebellum in Xenopus lae-
vis. In mammals, much more is known about the spinocerebellar projection (for re­
views see Oscarsson, '73; Bloedel and CourviUe, '81 and Ito, '84). Here, in addition 
to many other spinocerebellar neurons, also large cells are found within the ventral 
spinal cord that are comparable in dendritic shape to motoneurons and occupy a 
position very close to the latter (Snyder et al., '78; Ito, '84). They were called 'spi­
nal border cells' (Cooper and Sherrington, '40), and their axons form the ventral 
spinocerebellar tract (VSCT). Functionally, they are thought to signal the internal 
state of the lower motor centers to the cerebellum by comparing collateral effects 
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from excitatory and inhibitory pathways converging onto motoneurons (Lund-
berg, '71; Ito, '84; Arshavsky et al., '83,'86). During rhythmical movements, signals 
reaching the cerebellum via spinocerebellar pathways, produce rhythmical modula-
tion of the discharges of cerebellar neurons, whose outputs, in turn, modulate the 
activity of neurons giving rise to the vestibulospinal, reticulospinal, and rubrospinal 
tracts (see Arshavsky et al., '86 for a review). The cerebellum regulates rhythmical 
movements such as locomotion not only in mammals, but also in 'lower' 
vertebrates. In swimming dogfish, many Purkyne cells discharge rhythmical bursts 
of impulses in synchrony with body movements, and therefore most likely modula-
te phasically the brain stem neural activity, including descending pathways (Ro-
berts and Williamson, '83). The mammalian VSCT cells might be comparable to 
the large 'motoneuron-like' cells found in Xenopus. However, while in the latter 
these cells are positioned rostrocaudally between the secondary motor columns at 
thoracic levels, the corresponding cells in mammals occupy a more lateral position 
at lumbar levels only (L3-L6 in cats, Ito, '84). Also in mammals, all VSCT axons 
cross at the segmental level, ascend contralaterally, and cross again in the cere-
bellum (see Ito, '84). In Xenopus, axons of the large VSCT neurons do not cross at 
a segmental level but ascend via the ipsilateral spinal white matter. At least some of 
the fibers, however, appear to cross in the cerebellum. The axons of the smaller 
VSCT neurons in Xenopus do indeed cross at a segmental level (Fig. 1). Spinal 
border cells displaying descending axonal branches with perpendicular collaterals 
were also found in mammals (Hirai, '78). Their functions remain however specula-
tive. 
In several anuran species, and with different techniques, primary spinocere-
bellar fibers arising from spinal ganglion cells have been demonstrated by various 
authors (Joseph and Whitlock, '68; Rushmer, '70; Antal et al., '80; Szêkely et al., 
'80). Especially in Rana esculenta, a clear projection to the lower cerebellar granu-
lar layer was demonstrated by the cobalt filling technique (Székely et al., '80). This 
projection exclusively originates from the limb-innervating spinal nerves. With a 
modified Nauta technique, Joseph and Whitlock ('68) showed degenerating fibers 
in the cerebellar granular layer of a toad (Bufo bufo) and the bullfrog (Rana cates-
beiana) after severing the large dorsal roots of the second and ninth spinal nerves. 
Also electrophysiological evidence was found for a direct primary afferent pro-
jection to the cerebellum in the frog (Rushmer, '70). In Xenopus laevis, HRP appli-
cations to the large, limb-innervating spinal ganglia did show many labeled fibers 
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entering the spinal cord, and a large labeled tract traceable via the dorsal funiculus. 
Fibers in this tract were found to terminate just below the cerebellar granular layer, 
a situation that is already reached in stage 58 (van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '88). In 
younger tadpoles muscular applications of HRP showed a similar pattern of prima-
ry afferent projections. These patterns are, except for the cerebellar projection, in 
global agreement with those found in other studies (Székely, '76; Antal et al., '80; 
Grantyn et al., '82,'84; Nikundiwe et al., '82; Székely et al., '82; Jhaveri and Frank, 
'83; Lichtman et al., '84; Liuzzi et al., '84; Rosenthal and Cruce, '85; Shiriaev and 
Shupliakov, '86). 
Surprisingly, with the HRP technique, in tadpoles as well as in adult Xenopus 
laevis no primary spinocerebellar projection could be demonstrated from the dorsal 
root ganglia of the limb innervating spinal nerves. This partly confirms the results 
from earlier studies in Xenopus laevis. Nikundiwe et al., ('82) did not find any labe-
led fibers in the cerebellum after HRP application to the spinal ganglia of various 
spinal nerves (personal communication). Also van Mier and ten Donkelaar ('88) 
never saw hindlimb primary afférents entering the cerebellum of Xenopus tadpo-
les. Instead these afférents terminated just below the granular layer of the cere-
bellum (see their Fig. 1С). In a retrograde HRP study, van der Linden and ten 
Donkelaar ('87; Chapter 4) failed to demonstrate any primary spinocerebellar pro­
jections in Xenopus tadpoles up to stage 64. In adult Xenopus, Gonzalez et al. ('84) 
did find some labeled dorsal root ganglion cells, even after restricted HRP applica­
tions to the cerebellum. It is possible, however, that some of the HRP did spread to 
subcerebellar regions, including the termination zone of primary afferent fibers 
which is situated just below the cerebellar granular layer (this study). Prolongation 
of the survival time to four days did not show any influence on the projection 
pattern in adult toads. Taken together with the excellent labeling of fibers close to 
the cerebellum (Fig. 4C,D,E), it seems unlikely that the absence of labeled cere­
bellar fibers is due to a technical artefact. 
When HRP was applied to the spinal cord by a dorsal approach, in order to label 
anterogradely the fibers that originate from ventral spinocerebellar tract neurons, 
primary afferent fibers that run superficially in the dorsal funiculus were labeled as 
well (see Figs. 5D,6B, arrows). In older tadpoles these fibers were seen as a distinct 
bundle separate from the fibers running in the cerebellum (Fig. 6B). Since in all 
stages of development, a primary spinocerebellar projection could not be demo-
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nstrated, and no other spinocerebellar cells were found, cerebellar fibers, labeled 
from the spinal cord, most likely originate exclusively from the ventral spinocere-
bellar neurons located in the medial motor column. The relative sparseness of the-
se fibers corresponds rather well with the small number of retrogradely labeled 
cells found in the spinal cord. 
At early stages of development (stage 44), spinal fibers were already seen to en-
ter the cerebellum (Figs. 5A,B). As the cerebellum at this stage is hardly more than 
a commissure, it is not surprising that these fibers cross the cerebellum to the 
other side (Fig. 5B). Because of the growth cones found in this region, and the fi-
bers that were found halfway up the cerebellar commissure, it is likely that these 
fibers are among the first to enter the cerebellum from the spinal cord. They 
possibly represent fibers from the ventral spinocerebellar cells. In adult Rana 
temporaria, Hayle ('73) described VSCT-axons that participate in the cerebellar co-
mmissures. Larsell ('67), however, in normal anuran material, showed that many 
fibers crossing the cerebellar commissure originate from the spinal nucleus of the 
Vth cranial nerve. In the present study, HRP applications were made well into the 
latter region, i.e., the rostral spinal cord. Also, at these early stages, many trigemi-
nal ganglion cells were labeled from the spinal cord, showing that a distinct de-
scending (spinal) trigeminal tract has already evolved. 
In somewhat older tadpoles (stage 46), labeled fibers were seen not only in the 
commissure, but also more dorsally in the cerebellum (Figs. 5C,D). These fibers 
show 'mossy' varicosities (Fig. 5C) which makes them very much like the develo-
ping mossy fibers in the rat (Mason, '87). At this stage their presumed target cells, 
i.e. cells in the internal granular layer, have not yet begun to differentiate (Nieuwk-
oop and Faber, '67). A similar situation exists in the rat (Arsenio Nunes and Sote-
lo, '85), the opossum (O'Donoghue et al., '87) and in the chick (Lakke and Feira-
bend, '84, Okado et al., '87 a,b) where spinocerebellar fibers are present in the cere-
bellum well before differentiation of their target cells and subsequent sy-
naptogenesis occurs (see: e.g. Altman, '82; Feirabend, '83). In mammals (Arsenio 
Nunes and Sotelo, '85), as in the chick (Lakke and Feirabend, '84, Okado et al., '87 
a,b), at early stages of cerebellar development a longitudinal organization of spino-
cerebellar afférents is attained. No such pattern was evident in the present study. In 
older tadpoles (>stage 49) spinocerebellar afférents are strictly organized in the 
transverse plane, while in younger animals no distinctly organized pattern was ob-
served. 
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From our results it is clear that in Xenopus laevis already early in the develop-
ment of the cerebellum a distinct spinocerebellar projection is present originating 
in neurons that might be comparable to the 'spinal border cells' in mammals. This 
ventral spinocerebellar tract (VSCT), however, at none of the studied stages is very 
extensive. Taken together with the apparent absence of primary spinocerebellar 
afférents this probably indicates that the spinocerebellar pathways are only of mi-
nor importance in the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis. The possibility remains, howe-
ver, that the expansion of the secondary spinocerebellar pathways only starts when 
metamorphosis is completed. Further investigation will be needed to evaluate this 
possibility. In Xenopus, spinal information reaches the cerebellum also via an infe-
rior olive, a cell group comparable to the mammalian nucleus prepositus hy-
poglossi, and via the reticular formation (Gonzalez et al., '84; van der Linden and 
ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). In this respect, it should be noted that in a perma-
nently aquatic animal such as the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis, cerebellar modula-
tion of rhythmical movements might be relatively simple. The large 'motoneuron-
like' spinocerebellar neurons in the thoracic cord of Xenopus laevis may well be 
suited to monitor the state of locomotor interneuron circuits and to convey this in-
formation to the cerebellum. The way by which the cerebellum influences the de-
scending supraspinal systems, such as rubrospinal, vestibulospinal, and reticu-
lospinal pathways, is the subject of current investigation. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OLIVOCEREBELLAR 
SYSTEM IN XENOPUS LAEVIS 
Abstract 
An anterograde tracer study was undertaken to provide a light- and electron-
microscopical description of climbing fiber development in the clawed toad. Xenopus laevis. 
ranging from premetamorphic stages to the adult state The inferior olive was unilaterally la-
beled with horseradish peroxidase and the contralateral climbing liber morphology in-
vestigated At early stages of development, only undifferentiated fibers were observed in the 
rostral alar plate At later stages, these libers form large varicosities, which contact presu-
med cerebellar Purkinje cells Finger-like protrusions arising from the Purkinje cell somata 
penetrate the climbing liber varicosities, and form synaptic specializations at these contact 
sites In older tadpoles, a large variety of climbing fiber morphologies was found displaying a 
mediolateral gradient At dorsolateral cerebellar areas long and straight climbing fibers follow 
the Purkinje cell primary dendrites However, in ventromedial areas pericellular baskets or 
nests were found on presumed Purkin/e cell somata These pericellular nests were found 
throughout development but were not observed in adult animals Both pericellular nests and 
real climbing fibers make synaptic contacts on spiny protrusions of the Purkinje cell's soma-
tic or dendritic surface In several cases, labeled as well as unlabeled climbing fiber profiles 
were observed on the same Purkinje cell, indicating multiple, convergent innervation Also di-
vergent Purkinje cell innervation was found In conclusion, this study shows that anuran 
climbing fiber development encompasses similar stages and processes as those observed 
in mammals The only principal difference with climbing fiber development in mammals is the 
low degree of synchrony observed in anurans 
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Introduction 
The cerebellar cortex is regarded as one of the best known structures in the 
central nervous system. Various components of the cerebellar cortex were shown to 
exist in a large variety of vertebrate species, and nowadays it is recognized that a 
basic cerebellar circuitry is present throughout the vertebrate subphylum (Llinas, 
'69; Cochran and Hackett, '80). One of the evolutionary 'conserved' cerebellar co-
mponents is the climbing fiber, which is unique because of the apparent one to one 
relationship with the output neurons of the cerebellar cortex, the Purkinje cells. In 
mammals, it has been clearly demonstrated that the exclusive source of climbing 
fibers is the inferior olive (Desclin, '74; Courville and Farco-Cantin, '78; 
Campbell, '80; Montarolo et al., '80). In amphibians and reptiles, evidence is accu-
mulating on the olivary origin of climbing fibers as well (Cochran and Hack-
ett, '77,'80; Kiinzle and Wiklund, '82), although some extraolivary climbing fibers 
have been found in the frog (Hillman, '690; Llinas et al., '67). In anurans, an infe-
rior olive is not discernable in the brain stem on cytoarchitectural grounds (Nieu-
wenhuys and Opdam, '76; Opdam et al., '76; Nikundiwe and Nieuwenhuys, '83). 
Retrograde tracer studies in Xenopus and Rana, however, showed a small group of 
brain stem neurons that project strictly contralaterally to the cerebellum, which 
suggests that this group of cells represents the anuran homoloque of the inferior 
olive (Gonzalez et al, '84; Grover and Grtisser-Cornehls, '84; van der Linden and 
ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). In Xenopus laevis, this presumed inferior olive was 
shown to be present relatively early in cerebellar development (van der Linden and 
ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). For a definite designation of the inferior olive as a 
source of climbing fibers in these animals, an anterograde tracer study of the anu-
ran olivocerebellar projection would be desirable. No such study has yet been per-
formed. In mammals, the embryological development of the climbing fiber is well 
documented by morphological (Ramon y Cajal, '11; Larramendi, '69; O'Leary et 
al., '71; Palay and Chan-Palay, '74; Mason and Gregory, '84; Marin-Padilla, '85; 
Mason, '87) as well as electrophysiological (for a review see Crepel, '82) studies. In 
anamniote vertebrates, such as frogs, the form and physiology of the adult climbing 
fiber are also well known (Hillman, '69a,b; Sotelo, ,69,'76; Llinas, '76; Cochran 
and Hackett, '77,'80). No such detailed knowledge is available on climbing fiber de-
velopment in frogs, although in the bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana), Golgi and ul-
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Figure 1 A Oliva inferior neurons (arrows) 
in the caudal brain stem of a stage 64 
tadpole which were retrogradely labeled 
from the cerebellum В Unilateral HRP 
application site (a) in a stage 59 tadpole 
in order to label the olivocerebellar pro-
lection anterogradely Bars equal 200цт 
trastructural studies on Purkinje cell development provided valuable but frag­
mentary data on climbing fiber development as well (Gona et al., '82; Hauser and 
Gona, '84). Larvae of Xenopus laevis are very convenient animals for neuronal de­
velopment studies (van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84) because their central nervous 
system is readily accessable during a long period of their development. This featu­
re, and the presence of an olivocerebellar projection early in development offer a 
unique opportunity to study the development of the anuran climbing fiber system. 
In the present paper, an HRP tracer study on the developing olivocerebellar pro­
jection in Xenopus laevis at the light- as well as the electronmicroscopical level is 
presented. The purpose of this study is to designate the inferior olive as an 
important sourer of climbing fibers in Anura, and secondly to fill the gap re­
garding the development of climbing fibers in non-mammalian vertebrates. In 
anuran development, irrespective of the species studied, a number of successive sta­
ges may be demarcated (Gona et al, '82): 1) a premetamorphic period at the end of 
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which the hind limbs form as tiny buds, 2) a prometamorphic period that ends as 
the forelimbs appear, 3) a period of metamorphic climax, at which the thyroxine 
levels are at their highest, and that ends after the resorption of the tail, and 4) a 
postmetamorphic period that comprises the whole adult life of the animal from 
young toad through to the sexually mature state. The present study covers the first 
three periods, as far as the development of the cerebellum is concerned, and the be­
ginning and the end (but not the stages in between) of the fourth period. 
Material and methods 
For this study, about 70 Xenopus larvae were used ranging from stage 40 to sta­
ge 66 (age about 2 months, tail fully resorbed; young toad stage), and 10 adult male 
animals. Staging was done according to Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67; for comparison 
with other frogs, i.e. the bullfrog, (Rana catesbeiana) the global staging of Gona et 
al. ('82) was used. The larvae were obtained by Pregnyl (Organon) induced bree­
ding and kept in tap water at 20-22 °C. They were raised on nettle powder, whereas 
older larvae and young toads were fed Tubifex. Adult animal were obtained from 
the Department of Zoology at the University of Nijmegen. All operations were 
carried out under tricaine methanesulphonate anaesthesia (MS 222, Sandoz; 0.1mg/ 
ml tap water). Horseradish peroxidase (Boehringer grade I) was recrystallized from 
distilled water onto sharp tungsten needles and applied to the caudal brain stem at 
the level of the obex, and at the adjacent rostral spinal cord. These applications were 
aimed at the inferior olive (see Fig. ΙΑ,Β). At first, care was taken to involve only 
one side of the basal plate. After an appropriate survival time (several hours for the 
youngest stages, 24 hours for the others), animals were staged, reanaesthetised with 
an overdose of MS 222, and perfused through the heart with 0.1 M phosphatebuffer 
(pH 7.4) followed by a fixative prepared with the same buffer containing 1.25 % 
glutaraldehyde, 1 % formaldehyde and 1% dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). The very 
young animals (<stage 46) were simply immersed in the fixative. During im-
Figure 2 Development of earliest climbng fibers A.B.C Camera Lucida drawngs of fibers 
growng into the cerebellum at about stage 45 forming subsequently more large vancosites 
Near or contacting cerebellar cells are indicated D.E.F: Electron micrographs of large fiber 
varicosities contacting cerebellar neurons (pc) Note finger-like cell processes penetrating 
into contacting labeled varicosity asterisks), and postsynaptic densities on these processes 
(F, arrows) Bars equal 50/jm in A.B.C and 1/um in D.E.F 
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f-igure 3 Labeled olivocerebellar fibers in stage 48 tadpoles A Camera Lucida drawing ol 
pericellular nesl close to the midline of the cerebellar plate with a growth cone (arrow) re­
appearing from if В Photomicrograph of the same nesl 1 he inset shows the position in 
the cerebellum (arrow) С Two differently shaped olivocerebellar fibers in the same se­
ction Medal is to the right D Pericellular nest al the border ol the molecular layer showing 
a Hat handlike growth cone (arrows) E Photomicrograph of a mature looking Іюег at a la­
teral posilion in the cerebellum F Two pericellular nests from the same fiber at a medial 
position (see inset Ihe nucleoli of Ihe Purkinje cells are visible as little ovals within the nests) 
G Camera Lucida drawing of Ihe same fiber as depicled in E The inset shows Ihe lateral 
position in the cerebellum Purkinje cell nuclei are drawn in as well Bars equal 25jum in 
A DE EG andSOyum in ВС 
mersion fixation for one hour the brains and spinal cords were dissected out and 
subsequently washed overnight in phosphate buffer at 4 "C. They were then pro­
cessed as a whole with a cobalt intensified diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining 
method (Adams, '81; modified according to van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84). The 
smaller brains (up to stage 50) were osmicated for one hour (1 %osmium tetroxidc 
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4), dehydrated in graded ethanols, and embedded 
via propylene oxide in Epon. They were sectioned on a serial microtome (equipped 
with a Teflon-edged razor blade) at 20 д т and mounted in Epon. The larger brains 
were embedded in Polyacrylamide and sectioned on a vibratome at 100 дт. These 
sections were stained once again with the cobalt/DAB staining method. They were 
then mounted directly in glycerin-gelati η or, alternatively, osmicated for 1 hour and 
embedded in Epon. All sections, osmicated as well as non-osmicated, were exami­
ned with brightfield and Nomarski (Differential Interference Contrast; DIC) optics 
and photomicrographs were made accordingly. For osmicated sections, a red filter 
was used. In addition, three-dimensional image reconstructions of labeled 
structures were made of thick sections (100 /¿m) according to van der Linden et al. 
('89; Chapter 3) using a Zeiss/Kontron IBAS II image processor. After light-
microscopical investigation, sections of interest (all osmicated) were re-embedded 
in Epon and ultrathin sections were cut with diamond knives. These were collected 
on formvar-coated one slot grids and subsequently stained with uranylacetate and 
leadcitrate. They were then examined with a Philips EM 301 electron microscope. 
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Results 
Method 
With the used tracing technique, application sites could be properly determined 
and resulting ascending projections showed excellent labeling. The application sites 
were correlated with the position of retrogradely labeled inferior olive cells from 
earlier work (see for comparison Figs. 1A,B). The first successful applications made 
in these experiments were indeed confined to one side of the basal plate (see Fig. 
IB), and accordingly, the ascending projection remained strictly contralateral. As la-
beled structures in the cerebellum became more familiar, larger application sites 
were allowed, and HRP was sometimes seen to spread to the other side of the basal 
plate. As a result of this spread, labeled climbing fibers were found in both halves 
of the cerebellar plate (see Fig. 9). 
Climbing fiber morphology (LM) 
Premetamorphic stages (40-47). Already at stage 40 (i.e. the youngest stage stu-
died), anterogradely labeled fibers could be seen ascending from the HRP applica-
tion site in the caudal brain stem. Although they extend rostrocaudally as far as the 
level of the cerebellum, most of the fibers remain in the white matter and do not 
turn dorsally to enter the alar plate. Occasionally, however, some fibers were seen 
about halfway up between the white matter and the cerebellar plate. Possibly, these 
are the first olivocerebellar fibers making their way up to the cerebellum. The ant-
erogradely labeled fibers terminate in spindle-shaped varicosities, probably growth 
cones. The first stage in which labeled fibers appear in the cerebellum is stage 45. 
These fibers were seen to enter the cerebellum from the extreme dorsolateral co-
rner of the brain stem white matter, that is essentially continuous with the future 
molecular layer of the cerebellum. Many of these fibers are thin and cross to the 
other side of the cerebellum, via the cerebellar commissure or the incipient mole-
cular layer. These fibers were considered not to be olivocerebellar ones. At this sta-
ge, among these thin fibers, larger caliber fibers were found that overshoot so-
mewhat in the rostral direction, and then were seen to curve back caudally into the 
cellular masses of the rostral alar plate. Sometimes they terminate close to the 
midline of the cerebellum under the future molecular layer and seem to end 
blindly, with only a slight distal thickening between the developing Purkinje cells 
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(Fig. 2A). In other preparations of the same age these fibers were seen to ramify in 
the cellular layer and to form several large club-like and sometimes flat, sheetlike 
varicosities (Fig. 2B,C). The largest of these varicosities are mostly situated at me­
dial positions where they seem to contact some of the tightly packed cerebellar 
neurons (Fig. 2C). Somewhat later, at stage 46/47, fibers were seen in the cere­
bellum that already show remarkable distal specializations, sometimes quite co­
mplex. In several preparations, thinner collaterals from these fibers were observed 
that terminate in small growth cones. 
Prometamorphic stages (48-57). In the prometamorphic tadpole the distal spe­
cialization of the olivocerebellar fibers progresses. In stage 48 the fibers typically 
enter the cerebellum from the extreme dorsolateral corner of the brain stem white 
matter and are seen to take a dorsomedial course. Many of the fibers cross the au­
ricular lobe and head straight for the medial part of the cerebellar plate where they 
end close to the midline under the molecular layer. Here they form peculiar 
terminations in the cellular layers of the cerebellum. The fibers wrap themselves 
around the Purkinje cell somata with many collaterals, and in this manner form 
pericellular baskets or -nests (Fig. 3A,F). In some cases, from these pericellular 
tangles a single growth cone extends, suggesting that the fiber is still growing 
further (Fig. 3A,D). At this stage the pericellular tangles were only seen at medial 
positions in the cerebellum. Apart from these structures, another type of olivocere­
bellar fiber is observed at more lateral positions that already shows a much more 
adult (i.e. classic) appearance. It consists of a single terminal fiber which is more or 
less straight and at some places rather broadened, especially so at the tip (fig. 
3C,E,G). At some places, slender collaterals arise from the thick main fiber. These 
terminal fibers protrude into the molecular layer of the cerebellum, and are there­
fore thought to be early versions of the adult climbing fibers that follow the Purkin­
je cell dendrites (see Sotelo, '76). At stage 53 both types of fibers persist. The peri­
cellular tangles again occupy positions near the midline of the already thickened 
cerebellar plate (see Fig. 5A,B). Some of them are apparently innervating more 
than one Purkinje cell (Fig. 5A). The straight fibers at more lateral positions (Fig. 
5C) are longer than those at earlier stages, indicating continuous growth of their 
tips. Sometimes, fibers were found that are intermediate between the tangled- and 
the straight fibers. These fibers make nest-like arrangements around, or close to 
Purkinje cells. But, instead of ending on the cell soma, a long straight fiber conti­
nues along the Purkinje cell dendrite, forming dilatations at various intervals (see 
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Figure 4 Electron microscopy of pericëlular nests^  A: Labeled profiles in apposition of Purkinje cell 
soma at stage 48 Note perisomatic spines (asterisks) with postsynaptic densities (thin arrows) The 
inset shows the lightmicroscopical image of the nest shown in A and С The fat arrows point to an 
unlabeled climbing fiber profile B: Extensive covering of a Purkinje cell by a labeled climbing fiber 
profile at stage 62 G Labeled profile at stage 48 which is enveloped by a pericellular spine (sp)^  
Arrows point to postsynaptic density Bars equal 1/um in A.B.C and 50/um in inset 
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Fig. 5B). Often these fibers terminate in club-like endings within the molecular 
layer of the cerebellum. In one case the main 'dendritic' fiber was seen to bi­
furcate at a small distance from the Purkinje cell soma (see Fig. 5B). Here, the pre­
sumed site of first contact of the olivocerebellar fiber seems to be at the apex 
rather than at the bottom of the Purkinje cell (see arrow in Fig. 5B). Also in sta­
ge 53 tadpoles, olivocerebellar fibers were seen to bifurcate in the lateral cellular 
layers of the cerebellum and innervate two Purkinje cells, some 50 μτη apart (Fig. 
6). In these younger stages only few olivocerebellar fibers were labeled in the cere­
bellum of each animal. In stage 57, which demarcates the end of the prometamor-
phic period and the beginning of metamorphic climax, many preparations showed 
an abundance of labeled fibers. Again, at lateral and dorsal positions, olivocere­
bellar fibers were found that have a quite mature morphology. These fibers are long 
and relatively straight, and protrude well into the lateral and dorsal molecular layer. 
Sometimes, large bifurcated trees are formed, the daughter fibers being made of 
several parallel collaterals (Fig. 7B). In contrast to these structures, fibers close to 
the midline of the cerebellar plate still form clusters of pericellular nests (Fig. 
7A,C,D). Because of the abundant labeling in these areas, it is not always easy to see 
which nest belongs to which fiber. In general, several Purkinje cells seem to be 
wrapped in the same tangle of fibers, so that double (Fig. 7D), and sometimes even 
triple nests are formed. In some preparations only few fibers were labeled, probably 
because of a smaller HRP deposit. In one of them, a fiber was seen that runs from 
lateral to medial forming at least four and possibly five pericellular nests (Fig. 8). 
The fiber terminates in the most medial one. In some of the nests the beginning of 
a more or less straight continuation of the fiber can be discerned. 
Metamorphic climax (stages 58-65). At stage 59 the situation is still much the 
same as in stage 57; dorsolaterally many straight fibers can be seen protruding into 
the molecular layer of the cerebellum, whereas clusters of nests are formed close to 
the midline of the cerebellar plate. In three- dimensional reconstructions it can be 
seen that some of the nests do not completely envelop a Purkinje cell soma, but in­
stead form flattened sheets that surround the somata in a broad ring-like structure 
(Fig. 7D). As the cerebellum gradually increases in height from stage 57 to sta­
ge 65, a coherent widening of the area innervated by the pericellular nests can be 
observed in the dorsoventral direction. In stage 65, there is a tendency for peri­
cellular nests to become less dense and more 'ringlike' (Fig. 9F). Some of the 
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Figure 5 Labeled olivocerebellar fibers in stage 53 tadpoles A: Pericellular nest covering several 
Purkinie cells B; Camera Lucida drawing of an mtermedate fiber The arrow points to the insertion 
site of the fiber onto the Purkinje cell The inset shows the position in the cerebellum (arrow) Q Two 
straight climbing fibers at lateral positions in the cerebellum Insets show these positions (arrows) 
Nearby Purkinje cells (-nuclei) are also drawn Bars equal 50/um in A and 25/um in В and С 
straight fibers at more lateral positions show dilated spiny tips, which suggests that 
they are still growing (Fig. 9F). 
Postmetamorpbic period (stage 66 -). At stage 66 just after the resorption of 
the tail, many climbing fibers show the adult appearance. These fibers form seve­
ral thinner collaterals that run parallel at a small distance from the main climbing 
fiber (Fig. 9C,G). The space between adjacent collaterals typically has the di-
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mensions of a Purkinje cell primary dendrite, so it would seem by light-
microscopical observation that these dendrites are contacted along a fair part of 
their lengths. Much the same morphology is seen in adult toads, where the 
climbing fibers are long and slender (Fig. 9H). They exhibit the parallel collaterals 
that run along the primary dendrite of the Purkinje cell. Almost all of the adult fi-
bers bifurcate, and the resultant 'daughter fibers' extend for a considerable distance 
into the molecular layer of the cerebellum. Pericellular nests were never found in 
the adult cerebellum. 
Electron microscopical observations 
In electron micrographs taken from osmicated material, the labeled profiles co-
uld be clearly demarcated. In all of our preparations the osmium enhanced diami-
nobenzidine precipitate was evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm of the la-
beled profiles, making the organelles such as mitochondria and synaptic vesicles 
stand out in negative contrast (see Figs. 2,4,10). In ultrathin sections, a good corre-
lation was found with previous lightmicroscopical observations in the same mate-
rial. The undifferentiated appearance of the first ingrowing olivocerebellar fibers 
was corrobated at the electronmicroscopical level. The distal end of the fibers are 
filled with organelles such as mitochondria but at this stage no synaptic vesicles 
were found within the labeled profiles. Moreover, these distal tips show no special 
alignment or appositions to cerebellar neuronal elements, but seem to end blindly, 
surrounded by loosely arranged fibers and cell somata. It must be noted that at this 
stage, several of the cellular elements in the cerebellum already show a certain de-
gree of differentiation. Some Purkinje cells already possess an extensive primary 
dendrite, recognized by the typical parallel arrangement of microtubules. Along 
these dendrites, several unlabeled contacting profiles were observed, indicating that 
olivocerebellar fibers enter the cerebellum even earlier. At a slightly later stage of 
development these undifferentiated fibers form specializations in the shape of large 
club- like varicosities, not necessarily at their tips, but also on collaterals along their 
lenghts (Fig. 2). These varicosities contact cellular elements in the cerebellum, pre-
sumably Purkinje cells. In thin sections, they have a characteristic appearance (Fig. 
2D,E,F). The large labeled profiles contain mitochondria and display an irregular 
distribution of spherical synaptic vesicles. Furthermore, they contain many finger-
like protrusions from the contacted Purkinje cell. These finger-like processes are 
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quite electronlucent and do not contain distinct celorganelles apart from some 
membraneous inclusions. At many places synaptic contacts are formed as 
illustrated by postsynaptic densities in the finger-like Purkinje cell protrusions, and 
local aggregates of synaptic vesicles within the labeled profiles (Fig. 2F). At some 
places finger-like processes could be directly followed from a presumed Purkinje 
cell into the labeled climbing fiber profile (Fig. 2D). At stage 48, labeled climbing 
fiber profiles in ultrathin sections are seen to contact the somata of Purkinje cells 
in the same manner as the profiles found in earlier stages (Fig. 4A,C). A difference 
is the smaller size of the stage 48 profiles. They again contain mitochondria and in 
many cases are entirely filled with spherical synaptic vesicles (see Fig. 4A,C). 
Another clear difference is the absence of protruding Purkinje cell processes into 
the climbing fiber profiles. Instead, these processes, which are now significantly 
larger, surround the climbing fiber profiles, and synapses are formed mostly on the 
side facing outward from the Purkinje cell (Fig. 4C, arrows). In some preparations, 
the Purkinje cells are surrounded by several of these labeled profiles along their 
circumference, and a true pericellular nest is formed. The constituent profiles of 
these nests are not much longer than they are broad, and the covering of the Pur-
kinje cell is quite incomplete. Comparable labeled profiles are found in apposition to 
Purkinje cell dendrites as well. Here again, synapses are only rarely seen on the 
smooth surface of the dendrite itself, but mostly on spines protruding from this 
surface. In some cases, not only labeled, but also unlabeled profiles were seen on 
the same cell. The latter contain clear synaptic vesicles of the same size as those in 
the labeled profiles and also a small number of dense cored ones (Fig. 4A, thick 
arrows). At stage 53 the nest-building profiles are more elongated and therefore 
show a more complete covering of the cell soma. This elongation of the labeled 
profiles and the more complete cell- covering is even more obvious slightly before, 
and at the onset of metamorphic climax (stages 57-59). Apart from this, much the 
same situation persists throughout metamorphosis. The same holds true for the la-
terally situated dendrite-climbing fibers. In the periphery of stage 62 tadpole cere-
bella long labeled profiles were found to be in close apposition to Purkinje cell de-
ndrites (Fig. 10). As in earlier stages (e.g. stage 48), many synapses were found on 
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Figure 6 A Photomontage of a climbing fiber 
innervating two Purkmie cells in a stage 53 tad­
pole B: Camera Lucida drawing of the same 
fiber as in A, together with nuclei of innervated 
Purkmie cells Inset shows position in the cere­
bellum (arrow) Bar in A equals 50длп 
dendritic protrusions but rarely on the smooth dendritic surface itself (Fig. 10D,E). 
At this stage of development multiple innervation as illustrated by labeled as well as 
unlabeled climbing fiber profiles on the same cell was still found in some cases. 
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Discussion 
Technical considerations 
In this study, HRP was used as an anterograde tracer. While some authors still 
question the validity of this tracer for the anterograde direction, several studies have 
demonstrated that it can be effectively used as such (Mesulam, '82; see also van der 
Linden et al., '88; Chapter 5). As compared to other anterograde tracers such as 
Phaseolus Leuco-agglutinin (Gcrfen and Sawchcnko '84) it has the advantage that 
its reaction product (i.e. diamino-benzidine) can be directly visualized by electron-
microscopy. With the staining method used in the present study, labeled neuronal 
structures could be clearly distinguished in the otherwise transparent tissue. Al­
though osmication of the tissue obscured the preparations, the employed section 
thickness (up to 100 μτη) generally provided sufficient transparency. In electron 
micrographs taken from osmicated material, the labeled profiles could be clearly 
demarcated. In all of our preparations the osmium-enhanced diaminobenzidine 
precipitate was evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm of the labeled profiles, 
making the organelles such as mitochondria and synaptic vesicles stand out in neg­
ative contrast (see Fig. 2). This distribution pattern of label is characteristic for the 
'injury labeling' described by Mesulam ('82). This author argues that eventually 
'injury labeling' results in the uptake of HRP in membrane delimited particles and 
then is indistinguishable from labeling by endocytosis. However, with diamino­
benzidine as the chromogen and relatively short distances and survival times, a 
more solid or diffuse labeling may occur. Especially distal portions of injury-labe­
led axons often show this phenomenon. A drawback of this labeling is that only 
distances shorter than 10-25 mm can be traced (Mesulam, '82). Since in this study 
the distance between the application site in the brain stem and the cerebellum is 
much shorter, no difficulties with respect to the tracing method would be expected. 
Moreover, as particulate labeling was never observed in our material, the solid labe­
ling could be a property of the chromogen oxidation proces itself. 
Climbing fiber origin in anuran inferior olive 
The origin of climbing fibers in 'lower' vertebrates has been a matter of some 
debate. In mammals, several lines of evidence now support the view that the infe­
rior olive is the exclusive source of climbing fibers (for a review see Ito, '84). When 
the cerebellar cortex of turtle was injected with radioactive D-aspartate, a specific 
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marker for olivary neurons in the rat (Wiklund et al., '82), a cell group was labe-
led, situated contralaterally in the caudal rhombencephalic tegmentum (Kiinzle and 
Wiklund, '82). This result makes it very likely that in these aimais, as in mam-
mals and birds, an inferior olive exists that projects to the contralateral cerebellar 
cortex. In anurans, an inferior olive cannot be distinguished on cytoarchitectural 
grounds (Nieuwenhuys and Opdam, '76; Opdam et al., '76; Nikundiwe and Nieu-
wenhuys, '83), and evidence for an extraolivary origin of climbing fibers (i.e. 
vestibular) has been presented (Hillman, '69c; Llinás et al., '67). However, several 
studies employing electrophysiological (Cochran and Hackett, '77,'80) as well as 
tract- tracing techniques (Gonzalez et al., '84; Grover and Grüsser-Cornehls, '84) 
strongly suggest that an oliva inferior is present in these animals as well. Recently, 
after HRP application to the cerebellum of Xenopus tadpoles, small, strictly contra-
laterally projecting neurons were found in the caudal brain stem (van der Linden 
and ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4; see also Fig. 1A). As these neurons are clearly 
distinct from the larger and more rostrally situated reticulocerebellar cells, this ma-
kes a strong case for an anuran inferior olive. In order to label the olivocerebellar 
projection, injections of HRP were made in the caudal brain stem at the level of the 
obex and in the adjoining rostral spinal cord (Fig. IB). As stated above, these areas 
were shown to contain presumed inferior olivary neurons (van der Linden and ten 
Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4; Fig. 1A). Although the sites of HRP application were clo-
se to the origins of other cerebellar afférents, the pattern of cerebellar labeling ob-
tained in the present study was quite different from the one shown in earlier work 
(see van der Linden and ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4, and van der Linden et al., 
'88; Chapter 5). This demonstrates that in most preparations there was an exclusive 
labeling of the olivocerebellar projection. Apparently, many of the HRP applica-
tions were small enough not to overlap the origin sites of other cerebellar afférents 
such as vestibulocerebellar and spinocerebellar systems. At its rostral borders the 
presumed anuran inferior olive is continuous with a group of large neurons (van der 
Linden and ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4). Of these cells, which are part of the re-
ticular formation, some send their axons contralaterally to the cerebellum and 
some ipsilaterally. Since in the present study the anterogradely labeled projection 
was found to be strictly contralateral, probably none of these reticulocerebellar cells 
were labeled. Therefore, all labeled structures encountered in the cerebellum would 
be expected to originate from the presumed inferior olive. Furthermore, in all of 
the investigated species studied so far, reticulocerebellar cells never form structures 
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Figure 7 Olivocerebellar fibers at the onset of metamorphic climax A; Photomontage of a 
stage 57 tadpole hemicerebellum showing a cluster of pericellular nests at a ventromedal 
position and a straight fiber at a dorsolateral position in the molecular layer (arrow) B: Bi­
furcating climbing fiber in the molecular layer of a stage 57 tadpole cerebellum С Photo­
montage of a stage 59 tadpole hemicerebellum showing the same pattern as that in A; a 
medial cluster of pericellular nests, and several straight fibers at a more lateral position in the 
cerebellum (arrows) D: Stereophotomicrograph of a double pericellular nest in the cluster 
shown in С Bars equal 100/jm in A and С and 5Û/um in В 
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resembling the ones found in the present study. Instead their axons end as mossy fi-
bers in the internal granular layer of the cerebellum (see Ito, '84). 
Developmental changes 
In all of the preparations with one or several unequivocal climbing fibers labe-
led on one side, the HRP application site appeared to be strictly contralateral. There-
fore in younger stages, where climbing fiber identification is more difficult, only 
contralateral cerebellar labeling was taken into account. The thin fibers that cross 
the cerebellar plate were assumed to be early spinocerebellar fibers (see van der 
Linden et al, '88; Chapter 5). Beginning at about stage 45 strictly contralaterally la-
beled fibers were found in the cerebellum. They share features of distinct climbing 
fibers that appear somewhat later in development. Firstly, they terminate close to 
the midline of the cerebellum among the large neurons that at that time are develo-
ping in these areas. Also, the way by which these fibers enter the cerebellum close-
ly corresponds to the way later climbing fibers take from the extreme dorsolateral 
corner of the brain stem white matter. Because of these similarities, these early fi-
bers are thought to be the first olivocerebellar fibers. In electronmicroscopical ima-
ges these fibers show the undifferentiated appearance expected for the first ingro-
wing olivocerebellar fibers. They show neither appositions of any sort nor do they 
contain synaptic vesicles. This indicates that functional synaptic contacts have not 
yet formed at this stage of development. Slightly later these early olivocerebellar fi-
bers are seen to make contact with cells at the lower border of the future cere-
bellar molecular layer. The contacts are large and impinge locally on the Purkinje 
cell somata. Synaptic junctions are made on finger-like processes that protrude 
from the Purkinje cell soma and penetrate the large climbing fiber bouton. As far 
as we know, this is the first time that such invaginated contacts were found in 
climbing fiber development. The timing of the contacting fibers is in good agree-
ment with the work of Nieuwkoop and Faber ('67), which showed that in Xenopus 
by stage 46 the first Purkinje cells are differentiating in the cerebellum. The results 
of the present study however indicate that the period of Purkinje cell diffe-
rentiation has to be shifted somewhat to earlier stages, since Purkinje cell dendrites 
and contacting climbing fiber profiles were already seen at stage 45. In rat, cat, and 
monkey, as well as in human cerebellar development, an inducing role was 
suggested for climbing fibers on the differentiation and dendritic outgrowth of Pur-
kinje cells (O'Leary et al., '71; Kornguth and Scott, '73; Kawaguchi et al., '75; Ma-
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rin-Padilla, '85). In Xenopus, the early presence of climbing fibers in the cere-
bellum, slighly before the subsequent differentiation of Purkinje cells does not con-
tradict this theory. The peculiar type of contacts and the presence of synaptic junc-
tions at this time could be relevant in this respect. In other studies, however, 
climbing fiber deprivation did not abolish or retard the differentiation of Purkinje 
cells (Bradley and Berry, '76; Sotelo and Arsènio-Nunes, '76). From stage 48 on, ty-
pical climbing fiber endings were seen in the developing cerebellum, which were 
very similar to the pericellular nests or 'nids' described in various other animal 
species (Ramón y Cajal, '11; Larramendi, '69; O'Leary et al., '71; Palay and Chan-
Palay, '74; Hauser and Gona, '84; Mason and Gregory, '84; Marin-Padilla, '85; Ma-
son, '87). In electron micrographs these nest-forming fibers form close appositions 
to sometimes large parts of the circumference of the Purkinje cell somata. Sy-
napses, characterized by postsynaptic densities, however, were at this stage almost 
always seen on protrusions of these cells and very rarely on the smooth surface it-
self. The labeled profiles in the electron microscope closely resemble the unlabeled 
profiles found in an EM study in Rana catesbeiana (Gona et al., '82). The latter 
were designated climbing fibers because of cytological characteristics. In this stu-
dy, Gona and coworkers found that Purkinje cell perisomatic processes, which form 
synapses with these climbing fibers ,abruptly appear at the onset of metamorphic 
climax. No such 'wave' of somatic spine formation was found in the present study. 
Indeed, in the youngest climbing fiber/Purkinje cell contacts finger-like cell soma 
protrusions were observed penetrating the club-like climbing fiber profiles. These 
processes gradually become larger so that already in the first stages where nest-for-
mation was found (stage 48), the cHmbing fiber synapses are formed on extensive 
perisomatic spines (Fig. 4). These spines, as well as the nests themselves, were 
found throughout development at least until after metamorphosis (stage 66). In 
some preparations of young stages growth cones reappeared out of the tangled fi-
bers of the nests (Fig. 3A,D), suggesting that the fiber is growing farther. There are 
several possible directions for this outgrowt. First, the fiber tip, after forming a first 
nest, can move to a second Purkinje cell where it also forms a nest, and so on. In 
Figure 8 Olivocerebellar fiber (stage 57) forming pericellular nests on several Purkinje 
neurons Inset shows Camera Lucida drawing of this fiber Pericellular nests are marked by 
subsequent numbering The three stereophotomcrographs cover the fields outlned by 
squares in the inset (from bottom lo top and from left to right respectively) Bar equals 50/jm 
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this manner several nest formations on one single fiber can be formed (see Fig. 8). 
Another possibility is that the growing fiber tip after forming a nest around a Pur­
kinje cell, moves up along its dendrite. The result of the latter growth pattern is the 
intermediary type of fiber observed in some preparations (Fig. 5B). Long, relative­
ly straight fibers protruding out of some of the nests from a 'multiple nest fiber' 
show that both growth patterns can be folllowed at the same time (Fig. 8). The pre­
sence of several varicosities on the very first olivocerebellar fibers, each contacting 
a separate developing cell (Fig. 2C), may indicate that nest formation occurs si­
multaneously along the 'multi-nest' fiber by parallel collaterals. Although this kind 
of 'multi-target innervation' has been found in a number of vertebrate species (for 
reviews see Ito, '84; Marin-Padilla, '85), its function remains unclear. The climbing 
fibers found in the present study, constitute at all stages of development, except 
possibly the youngest, a rather heterogeneous population. Already at stage 48, very 
differently shaped fibers are present in the cerebellum (Fig. 3). This situation per­
sists at least until stage 66, where, even in the same animal, nestforming fibers co­
exist with already mature looking dendrite climbing ones (Fig. 9АДС). A con­
sistent observation is that nests are almost always found in deeper layers, and also 
more medially in the cerebellum. The more mature fibers tend to be found in 
dorsolateral areas (Figs. 3, 5, 7). This is in good agreement with the situation in 
other anurans. In the bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana), much work has already been 
done on differentiation and migration of cerebellar neurons (Gona, '72; Uray and 
Gona, '77,'78,'79; Gona and Uray, '80; Gona et al., '82; Hauser and Gona, '84; 
Uray, '85; Uray et al., '87,'88). Here, it was found that roughly two populations of 
Purkinje cells exist in the premetamorphic tadpole (Gona and Uray, '80; Hauser and 
Gona, '84). One population of already relatively mature cells is found in the dorsal 
Figure 9 Climbing fibers in deter tadpoles and adult animal A.B.C Camera Lucida dra­
wings of different types of climbing ftoers present in the same stage 66 tadpole The arrow 
in С ponls to parallel collaterals enveloping a Purkmie eel's primary dendrite Inset (bottom) 
shows position of the three climbing fibers in the cerebellum D.E,F Photomicrographs of la­
beled climbing fibers in stage 65 F is a DIC magnification from D, and shows a pericellular 
nest and a straight Itoer close together G Climbing fiber protruding in the molecular layer at 
stage 66 Arrow points to parallel collaterals H Mature bifurcating climbing fiber in an adult 
animal Note strong resemblance to that shown m G Bars equal 50pm in A.BCG.H, 100AJm 
л DE and 10/um m F 
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Comparative aspects 
Developing climbing fibers appear to go through three successive stages (see 
Larramendi, '69): a pericellular nest stage at which the young climbing fiber make 
their first contacts with the Purkinje cell soma, a 'capuchon' stage at which these 
nests together with their synapses are shifted to more apical regions of the Purkin-
je cell soma, and a 'dendritic' stage, at which the fiber 'climbs' the dendrites of the 
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Purkinje cell. In mammals these succesive stages comprise relatively short and dis-
crete periods of time, and all fibers develop synchronously. In frogs such as Xeno-
pus (this study), the sequence of development is much more obscure. Pericellular 
nests appear in young tadpoles but they are found throughout development and 
seem to disappear after metamorphosis. The gradual development of cerebellar 
climbing fibers in frogs is paralleled by a gradual development and maturation of 
Purkinje cells (Uray and Gona, '78; Gona et al., '82; Uray, '85), although it is acce-
lerated by metamorphosis. Moreover, at least two different populations of Purkinje 
cells develop independently during overlapping periods of time (Uray and Gona, 
'78) and many Purkinje cells do not fit into either category. As a result of this, a he-
terogeneous population of Purkinje cells is present at every stage of development 
except possibly the adult state. Thus, the wide range of climbing fiber morpholo-
gies found in the present study can be explained by assuming that this morphology 
is controlled by the maturation level of the Purkinje cells. This assumption, howe-
ver, seems to oppose the opinion of Kornguth and Scott ('73). These authors 
suggested that climbing fibers induce the formation of Purkinje cell processes. 
Another difference between mammalian and frog climbing fiber development 
might concern the developmental sequence itself. In this study straight climbing fi-
bers were already found in young tadpoles (stage 48), at dorsolateral positions in the 
cerebellum. This early appearance of mature- looking climbing fibers and the ap-
parent sparseness of pericelular nests, makes it possible that in these dorsolateral 
areas, climbing fiber development proceeds without the formation of these nests. A 
similar conclusion was reached from investigations in the bullfrog. Here, many 
Purkinje cells were seen to develop in the absence of a 'stellate' stage, i.e., without 
the formation of perisomatic spines (Uray and Gona, '78; Gona et al., '82). The 
climbing fibers on these Purkinje cells bypass the soma and form synapses dire-
ctly on the larger dendrites. In older tadpoles (>stage 62) many of the climbing fi-
bers show an adult appearance. They are large, sometimes bifurcated, and have at 
some places thin collaterals that run parallel to the main fiber, so that the lower 
portion of the terminal fiber is made up of several branches (see also Hillman, 
'69b). It is clear that these collaterals from the same fiber enclose a Purkinje dendri-
te. The same features are observed in some mammalian climbing fibers (Palay and 
Chan-Palay, '74). In electron micrographs taken from these fibers it was observed 
that labeled profiles contact large processes in the molecular layer. These pro-
cesses, which contain few organelles and show extensive arrays of microtubules, 
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were shown to be the dendrites of Purkinje cells (see Sotelo, '69, '76). In the pre-
sent study, HRP labeled processes (climbing fibers) were found to form close appo-
sitions on these Purkinje cell dendrites. Synapses, characterized by postsynaptic de-
nsities, however, were rarely seen on the smooth surface, but almost always found 
on small dendritic thorns or spines (Fig. 10D,E). This is in good agreement with 
studies in various other vertebrates (Larramendi and Victor, '67; Hillman, '69a,b; 
Sotelo, '69; Mugnaini, '70,'72; Palay and Chan-Palay, '74; Kawaguchi et al., '75). In 
all of these species, climbing fiber synapses are almost exclusively formed on the-
se 'stubby' spines. So it would appear that both at the light- and electron-
microscopical level, frog climbing fibers at later stages of development resemble 
the climbing fibers of adult mammals (see Palay and Chan-Palay, '74). An obvious 
difference is the greater length of the lower part of the climbing fiber in frogs co-
mpared to the short primary branch of the mammalian climbing fiber. This of co-
urse reflects the form of the primary Purkinje cell dendrite, which in frogs is long 
and slender and branches only after a certain distance from the cell's soma (Hill-
man, '69b). In the present study, labeled as well as unlabeled processes were someti-
mes seen in apposition with the same (presumed) Purkinje cell. The unlabeled pro-
files contain clear spherical synaptic vesicles and slightly larger dense-cored ve-
sicles. On morphological grounds it is evident that these unlabeled profiles repre-
sent olivocerebellar fibers as well (Larramendi and Victor, '69; Sotelo, '69,'70,'76; 
Gona et al, '82). Assuming that the labeling of an olivary neuron would involve la-
beling of all collaterals, this suggests that labeled and unlabeled profiles originate 
from different oliva inferior neurons. This multiple innervation of Purkinje cells by 
climbing fibers has also been found in the rat and several mutant mice by using 
physiological techniques (Crépel et al., '76,'80; Crepel and Mariani, '76; Mariani 
and Changeux, 81). In these studies it was found that the multiple innervation is a 
transient one, existing from postnatal day 3 to postnatal day 15 but probably also 
Figure 10 Light- and electronmicroscopy ol climbing fibers at stage 62 AB Photo-
micrographs of horizontal sections showing a labeled straight climbing fiber at a lateral posi-
tion in the cerebellum (A), and two pericellular nests al a medial position (В) С Electron 
microscopical appearance of the fiber showed in A Note apposing Purkinje cell dendrite (short 
arrows) D.E Magnification of fiber showed in С Synaptic contacts are made on dendrite spi­
nes (asterisks) Arrows point to postsynaptic densities Bars equal ЮО^т for A,B, l/urn m С, 
and 0 S i^m in D,E 
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earlier. The present study confirms this multiple climbing fiber innervation during 
the development of anurans. In Xenopus, multiple innervation is found very early 
in Purkinje cell development (stage 48), and exists well into metamorphosis (at least 
untili stage 62). It therefore comprises a period of at least 45 days. Although co-
mparison with the mammalian situation is difficult, the multiple innervation in 
Xenopus seems to start earlier with respect to the differentiation of Purkinje cells, 
and comprises a longer period of development than that in the rat. In the latter spe-
cies Purkinje cells of the vermis differentiate at about E15 (Altman, '82), whereas 
the earliest multiple innervation was found at P3 and the latest at P15 (Mariani and 
Changeux, '81). As the developmental period of frog Purkinje cells seems to be pro-
tracted compared to that in mammals, the same thus holds for the persistence of 
multiple climbing fiber innervation. 
In conclusion, in Xenopus laevis, the development of the olivocerebellar system 
occurs over a protracted period of time and very gradually. At all stages of develop-
ment, the climbing fibers form a rather heterogeneous population. Even at the onset 
of metamorphosis, a spectacular event at which extensive changes occur eve-
rywhere else in the tadpole nervous system (see Kollross, '81), no great changes are 
seen in climbing fiber development. A possible exception to this rule may be an in-
crease in numbers of ingrowing fibers at the beginning of metamorphic climax, 
but in the present study no quantitative approach was taken. As shown in the pre-
sent study the anuran olivocerebellar system has many characteristics in common 
with higher vertebrates such as mammals. The 'basic cerebellar circuitry concept' 
is further reinforced by the developmental data presented here. As frog larvae are 
very convenient experimental animals, it is clear that the anuran olivocerebellar 
system offers some special opportunities to neuroembryologists. Further experi-
mental investigation of these developing climbing fibers could, for instance, provi-
de valuable data on central developmental processes in the nervous system, such as 
axon guidance, pathfinding, and target selection. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CEREBELLAR 
EFFERENTS IN XENOPUS LAEVIS 
Abstract 
A retrograde and anterograde HRP labeling study was performed to ana-
lyze the early development and possible changes of cerebellar efferent con-
nections in Xenopus laevis during metamorphosis In several stages of deve-
lopment HRP was applied to the 'cerebellar cortex proper, the cerebellum as 
a whole (including the cerebellar nucleus! and target zones of cerebellar 
efferents such as the vestibular nuclear complex and the ventral me-
sencephalic tegmentum In this way the time course of ingrowth, and the 
morphology of the cerebellar efferent projection was studied throughout de-
velopment special attention being paid to the prometamorphic period It was 
found that cerebellar efferent connections in Xenopus arise early with re-
spect to cerebellar development the corticonuclear projection and a presu-
med brachium con/unctivum were found in stage 49 tadpoles, while a contra-
lateral commissural projection of the cerebellar nucleus was found even 
earlier (stage 46) The extensive projection of cerebellar Purkinje cells to the 
vestibular nuclear complex was found beginning at stage 49 and only shows 
a steady quantitative change during development From these results it is 
clear that the cerebellar efferent circuitry which was expected to be re-
organized significantly during metamorphosis, will only be changed very gra-
dually in Xenopus laevis 
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Introduction 
The vertebrate cerebellum is widely regarded as a coordination center for loco-
motor, equilibrial and postural reflexes (Wilson and Melvill Jones, '79; Ito, '84; 
Armstrong, '86; Arshavsky et al., '86). As such, it maintains many connections 
with lower as well as higher brain centers that have been shown to participate in 
these functions. The cerebellum exerts its influence solely via the output neurons of 
the cerebellar cortex, the Purkinje neurons. Purkinje cells of the mammalian cere-
bellar cortex have been shown to project to a variety of targets, such as several co-
mponents of the vestibular nuclear complex (Voogd, '64; Wilson and Melvill Jo-
nes, '79; Voogd and Bigarê, '80). Especially, though, Purkinje cells from the cere-
bellar hemispheres in mammals project to the deep cerebellar nuclei (see Haines et 
al., '82). These cerebellar nuclear neurons in turn project to many extracerebellar 
targets such as the vestibular nuclear complex, the reticular formation, the red 
nucleus and the thalamus. The cerebellar organization of anamniote vertebrates has 
been shown to be basically comparable to that of 'higher' vertebrates (Good-
man, '64; Llinas and Hillman, '69; Llinas, '81). In frogs, this notion was already 
confirmed for the cerebellar afferent system by several studies (Gonzalez et al., '84; 
Grover and Grusser-Cornehls, '84; Van der Linden et al., '87; Chapter 4). Although 
an homologon of the mammalian cerebellar hemispheres (the 'neocerebellum') is 
not found in anuran species, Purkinje cells of the cerebellar cortex have been 
shown to project to more or less the same targets as in mammals. In frogs, cortico-
vestibular projections as well as a 'brachium conjunctivum' from the cerebellar 
nucleus to the red nucleus have been demonstrated (Hillman, '69c; Stern and Ru-
binson, '71; Grover, '83; Larson-Prior and Cruce, '84; Gonzalez et al., '84; Montgo-
mery, '88). Moreover, a direct connection between cerebellar Purkinje cells and 
neurons of the vestibulospinal tract has been established in adult Rana (Magherini 
et al., '75) and in larvae of the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis (Van der Linden and 
Ten Donkelaar, '90; Chapter 8). All these data show that, like its mammalian coun-
terpart, the anuran cerebellum is directly involved in the control of vestibulospinal 
reflexes (Ito, '84) and very likely in the control of the rubrospinal tract (Ten 
Donkelaar, '88). Although the corticovestibular relation is well documented in ad-
ult anurans, almost nothing is known of its development. The same is true for the 
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В 
Figure 1 Cerebellar etterents to the vestibular nuclear complex A Diagrammatic represe­
ntation obtained from serel transverse sections of four selected HRP experiments showing 
the HRP application site in the cerebellum (stippled) and the anterogradely labeled de­
scending proiection to the brain stem В Dorsal view of the preparations shown in A The 
application site is again stippled while the cerebellovestibular proiection has been hatched At 
the bottom of the figure a serai section out of each preparation is shown from the level of 
maximum medial extension (arrows) Stages have been indicated by numbers Bars in A and 
В equal 100 літ 
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cerebellar nuclear projection to the red nucleus. In anurans, the central nervous 
system is greatly changed during the metamorphosis from aquatic tadpole to the 
more terrestrial froglet (Kollros, '81). It is conceivable that these changes will affect 
the vestibular system as well, as it will have to be adapted to a different type of mo-
tor behavior (Larsell, '25,'67; Van Mier, '86). During metamorphosis, an entirely 
new set of secondary spinal motoneurons is formed (Kollros, '81; Forehand and Fa-
rei, '82a; van Mier et al., '85), which is likely to receive direct vestibulospinal input 
at a later stage of development (Magherini et al., '74; Maeda et al., '77). Because the 
cerebellar efferent system is closely linked with the vestibular nuclear complex 
(Hillman, '69c,'72; Stern and Rubinson, '71; Grover, '83; Gonzalez et al., '84; 
Montgomery, '88), it can be expected to be reorganized or adapted as well during 
metamorphosis. In the present study, a retrograde- and anterograde HRP tracing 
method was employed to analyze the cerebellar efferent projection of Xenopus lae-
vis during development. Special attention was given to the prometamorphic per-
iod (in Xenopus stages 48-57; see Van der Linden et al., '90; Chapter 6), during 
which the legs are formed. At these stages the secondary motor columns are for-
med in the spinal cord (Van Mier et al., '85). The rubrospinal tract is expected to 
develop somewhat later (Ten Donkelaar, '88). Therefore, cerebellar efferente to the 
nucleus ruber (Gonzalez et al., '84; Larson- Prior and Cruce, '84) were also ex-
pected to develop rather late. The differentiation of the output neurons of the cere-
bellar cortex, i.e. the Purkinje cells, was shown to begin at stage 46 (Nieuwkoop 
and Faber, '67). Therefore this stage was the earliest one studied. 
Material and Methods 
For this study, about 80 Xenopus larvae were used of the following develop-
mental stages: 46, 49, 53, 57, 66. Staging was done according to Nieuwkoop and Fa-
ber ('67). The larvae were obtained by Pregnyl- (Organon) induced breeding and 
kept in tap water at 20-22 0C. They were raised on nettle powder, while older larvae 
(stage 66) were fed Tubifex. All operations were carried out under tricaine 
methanesulphonate anaesthesia (MS 222, Sandoz; 0.1 mg/ml tap water). 
Horseradish peroxidase (Boehringer grade I) was recrystallized from distilled wa-
ter onto sharp tungsten or glass needles and applied to the central nervous system 
in several ways: 1) to the cerebellum. Both small and large applications were made 
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to label the corticofugal projection and the corticofugal as well as the cerebellar 
nucleofugal projections, respectively; 2) to the vestibular nuclear complex to label 
retrogradely the cells of origin of the cerebellovestibular projections; 3) to the me­
sencephalic tegmentum to label retrogradely the cells of origin of the cere­
bellorubral tract. After appropriate survival times: several hours for the youngest 
stages, 24 hours for the others), animals were reanaesthetised with an overdose of 
MS 222, and perfused through the heart with 0.1 M phosphatebuffer (pH 7.4) 
followed by a fixative prepared with the same buffer containing 1.25 % gluta-
raldehyde, 1 % formaldehyde and 1% dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). The very 
youngest animals (stage 46) were simply immersed in the fixative. During im­
mersion fixation for one hour the brains and spinal cords were dissected out and 
subsequently washed overnight in phosphate buffer at 4 "С. They were then pro­
cessed as a whole with a cobalt intensified diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining 
method (Adams, '81; modified according to Van Mier and Ten Donkelaar, '84). The 
smaller brains (up to stage 50) were osmicated for one hour (1 %osmium tetroxide 
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4), dehydrated in graded ethanols, and embedded 
via propylene oxide in Epon. They were sectioned on a serial microtome (equipped 
with a Teflon edged razor-blade) at 20/лті and mounted in Epon. The larger brains 
were embedded in Polyacrylamide and sectioned on a vibratome at 100 д т . These 
sections were stained once again with the cobalt/DAB staining method. They were 
then mounted directly in glycerin-gelatin or, alternatively, osmicated for 1 hour and 
embedded in Epon. All sections, osmicated as well as non-osmicated, were exami­
ned with brightfield and Nomarski (Differential Interference Contrast; DIC) optics 
and photomicrographs were made accordingly. For osmicated sections, a red filter 
was used. 
Results 
HRP applications in the cerebellum 
HRP applications to the cerebellum were started at stage 46. Because the cere­
bellum is still very small at this stage, deposits of HRP could not be kept restricted 
to the cerebellum and considerable spread was found to subcerebellar regions. In 
this earliest stage studied no anterogradely labeled projections were found. The next 
stage studied (49), however, already showed a distinct descending projection to the 
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vestibular nuclear complex (Fig. 1). This descending projection into the brain stem 
was very similar in all preparations from stage 49 on (Fig.l). Therefore, a general 
description will be given on the basis of some excellent preparations with small de­
posits. Small HRP- applications to the cerebellum were confined to parts of the 
molecular layer and sometimes to the Purkinje cell layers as well. In case of these 
small applications, several Purkinje cells lining the application site from the ventral 
side were labeled (Fig. 2A). These cells form the cerebellobulbar tract which in Xe­
nopus is situated strictly ipsilaterally. Sometimes individual labeled Purkinje cell 
axons could be traced descending into the brain stem as a discrete bundle. At about 
the same level and slightly caudal to the cerebellum, these axons could be seen to 
ramify into the subcerebellar layer where they form several varicosities in a small 
area (Fig. 2D,F). In several preparations, small labeled neurons were observed in 
this same area, presumably neurons of the cerebellar nucleus. Through this area 
other Purkinje cell fibers continue ventrally and take a parallel caudal course at the 
border of the alar and basal plates. The bundle at this level is quite compact (Fig. 
2D). At the level of the eighth cranial nerve the bundle of fibers splits up into seve­
ral smaller bundles. Especially in older animals, where the eighth cranial nerve is 
very massive, the Purkinje cell axons spread out in the direction of the incoming 
Figure 2 Cerebellar efferents to the vestibular nuclear complex A Transverse section of 
a stage 49 tadpole brain showng a very small HRP application site in the cerebellum and 
several labeled Purkinje cells Descending labeled Purkinje cell axons are indicated (arrows) 
В Transverse section from the brain stem of a stage 57 animal showing compact bundles 
of cerebellovestibular fibers (Purkinje cell axons) at the level of the 8th cranial nerve С 
Medial prqection of cerebellovestibular fibers at a level slightly caudal to that shown in В 
Many synaptic 'boutons' can be discerned D Cerebellar HRP application site in a young 
toad (stage 66) From this site a large bundle of axons can be seen descending into the 
bran stem (arrow) Some fibers protect medially to the area of the cerebellar nucleus (nc) 
E Camera lucida drawing of the cerebellum of a young toad (stage 66) with several re-
trogradely labeled Purkinje cells The HRP application site is indicated in the inset (hatched) 
F Medially projecting Purkinje cell axons and termnal boutons in the area of the cerebellar 
nucleus (nc, stage 53) G Cerebellar afferent and efferent labeling after large application in­
volving the lateral part of the cerebellum as well (hatched area) Three Purkinje cells are la­
beled The inset shows a photomicrograph of the same area Bars equal 50/jm η A F and 
ЮО/jm л B,C.D.E,G 
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eighth nerve fibers. In this manner more or less flattened sheets of axons are for-
med which run parallel to each other and perpendicular to the incoming primary 
vestibular fiber bundles (Fig. 2B,C). In some preparations, a rather diffuse labeling 
was observed in more dorsal regions of the alar plate (Figs. 1A, 2B,C). At this level, 
dorsal views of the efferent cerebellar projection show a marked constriction of the 
descending bundle (Fig. IB). After passing the eighth cranial nerve, the sheetlike 
pattern disappears and the bundle becomes compact again. At this level several fi-
bers split off from the bundle and turn medially (Fig. 2C). These fibers form ex-
tensively 'en passant' and terminal boutons from their exit from the main bundle 
to their terminal projection in the vestibular nuclear complex (Fig. 2C. Gradually, 
more fibers split off and turn medially, so that the most dense projection and the 
maximal medial extension of the fibers is formed about halfway between the cere-
bellum and the obex (Fig. IB). All along this trajectory numerous Purkinje cell 
boutons are formed throughout the vestibular nuclear complex. Sometimes, 
especially in younger tadpoles, Purkinje cell fibers are seen which project almost as 
far medially as the periventricular zone (Fig. IB). In some preparations, large HRP-
deposits comprised not only the molecular and Purkinje cell layers, but also the 
granular layer and possibly subcerebellar regions. Apart from the retrogradely labe-
led cerebellar afférents in these cases (Fig. 2G, see also Van der Linden, '87; 
Chapter 4), roughly the same efferent cerebellar projection was found as in ani-
mals with smaller HRP- applications, but in general the projection was more 
massive (Fig. 2D). In addition, however, some other efferent projections were obse-
rved. When the area between the alar and basal plates was involved in the applica-
tion, a group of small neurons was found in the contralateral corresponding area 
(Fig. 4). This group of neurons was considered to be the cerebellar nucleus. It is 
present in the earliest tadpoles investigated in this study (stage 46, Fig. 4A). Also, 
with larger HRP-applications, from stage 49 on, a small, strictly contralateral, pro-
jection was observed to the ventral mesencephalic tegmentum. The fibers of this 
projection turn ventrally from the injection site in the cerebellum, cross in the 
bottom of the third ventricle, and from a slightly ventrolateral position they turn 
medially and dorsally to form a number of small varicosities in the cellular layer 
around the third ventricle (Fig. 3G). 
HRP-applications to the vestibular nuclear complex. 
In order to label retrogradely the projection from Purkinje cells to the vestibular 
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nuclear complex, HRP-applications were made into the latter area (Fig. 2E; inset). 
To avoid extensive labeling of alar plate neurons, a lateral approach was chosen, but 
on some occasions labeling of the alar plate could not be avoided. Only those labe-
led structures will be discussed here that are related to the cerebellum. After labe-
ling the vestibular nuclear complex, many parallel small caliber fibers were obse-
rved which cross the cerebellar molecular layer (Fig. 2G), and sometimes, these fi-
bers were seen to terminate in small growth cones. In addition to this, many vari-
cosities were found on fibers in the granular layer of the more lateral parts of the 
cerebellum (i.e. the vestibulocerebellum). The commissural as well as the beaded 
fibers were taken to be vestibulocerebellar ones (i.e. cerebellar afférents). Also, in 
some preparations, crossing fibers were found which showed the characteristic ap-
pearance of spinocerebellar fibers, i.e. ventral spinocerebellar tract axons (Fig. 2G 
arrow, see also Van der Linden et al., '88; Chapter 5). In these preparations, oliva in-
ferior cells (as desribed by Van der Linden and Ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4), 
were labeled as well. In contrast to this strong labeling of cerebellar afférents, the 
labeling of the cerebellar efferent projection was quite difficult. Only those prepara-
tions in which the application included the area of the medially radiating cere-
bellovestibular fibers yielded labeled Purkinje cells. None of these were found in 
preparations with applications too far rostrally or not extending far enough me-
dially. One of the successful applications in stage 66 is shown in Fig. 2E. It can be 
seen that the needle application involves the termination zone of the Purkinje cell 
axons (see inset). HRP has also spread into the eighth cranial nerve. In the cere-
bellum of this specimen, a small cluster of Purkinje cells was found, grouped in a 
dorsoventrally orientated column (Fig. 2E). The dendrites of these cells are studded 
with spines and are, as well as the cell bodies themselves, arranged in a rather 
small parasagittal strip near the midline of the cerebellum. In a case where the 
HRP application involved the lateral cerebellum, several Purkinje cells were found 
in the cerebellum as well (Fig. 2G). 
HRP-applications in the ventral mesencephalic tegmentum 
When HRP was applied to the ventral mesencephalic tegmentum, from stage 49 
on, a group of small retrogradely labeled neurons was found bilaterally in the area 
between alar- and basal plates (Fig. 3A-F). This location is the same in all stages 
where they were found. Some of these cells show a bipolar appearance, with their 
long dendrites extending into the granular layer of the cerebellum (Fig. 3A,E,F). 
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Figure 3 Cerebellar efferents from the cerebellar 
nucleus A Camera lucida drawing of the contra­
lateral alar plate after HRP application in the ventral 
tegmentum (stage 49) (continued on next page) 
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On these dendrites, several varicosities could be discerned. It was assumed that the­
se neurons must also be included in the cerebellar nucleus. When serial recon­
structions are made of this cell group, it was found that the most rostrally situated 
cells are also the most dorsomedially. Thus, when these reconstructions were vie­
wed from a caudal position, the group of cells was seen to extend from 
ventrolaterally to dorsomedially, or upwards toward the cerebellum (see also Fig. 
3D). 
Discussion 
As shown by the present study, the efferent cerebellar projection in larval Xeno­
pus laevis mainly consists of a large output to the vestibular nuclear complex (Fig. 
1). In addition, small projections were found from the cerebellar cortex to the 
ipsilateral cerebellar nucleus (Fig. 2D,F), and from the cerebellar nucleus to the 
contralateral mesencephalic tegmentum (Fig. 3) and contralateral cerebellar 
nucleus (Fig. 4). The diffuse labeling found in more dorsal areas of the alar plate 
probably results from leakage of HRP into the lateral line afferent system (see Al­
tman and Dawes, '83; Will et al., '85a). From the present results it is clear that the 
corticovestibular and corticonuclear projections arise from the ipsilateral corpus ce­
rebelli and auricular lobe. The projection to the presumed red nucleus appears to 
originate mainly in the contralateral cerebellar nucleus. These data are generally in 
keeping with the findings in adult Xenopus (Gonzalez et al., '84), and ranid frogs 
(Hillman, '69c; Stern and Rubinson, '71; Grover, '83; Montgomery, '88). In adult 
Xenopus, a predominant cerebellar efferent projection was found to the ipsilateral 
vestibular nuclear complex (Gonzalez et al., '84). In addition a small but distinct 
Figure 3 (cont) The cerebellar nuclear cells show long dendrites which extend into 
the cerebellum В Group of retrogradely labeled cerebellar nuclear neurons after HRP 
application into the ventral tegmental area С Bilateral labeling of cerebellar nuclear 
neurons in a stage 57 tadpole D Labeled cerebellar nuclear neurons plotted from 
several serial sections From bottom to top stages 49. 53, 57 E Retrogradely labe­
led cerebellar nuclear neurons in stage 57 Note long dendrites prqection into cere­
bellar granular layer F Ftiotomicrograph of the same area shown in E G Ante-
rogradely labeled boutons in the ventral tegmentum (stage 53) after large cerebellar 
HRP application Bars equal 50літ in A.BEFG and 100¿im in С 
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brachium conjunctivum was found originating in the cerebellar nucleus, and a con-
tralateral efferent projection to the vestibular nuclear complex, resembling the 
fasciculus uncinatus in reptiles and mammals. This latter projection, which was 
also observed in ranid frogs, (Grover, '83; Montgomery, '88), could not be demo-
nstrated in the present study. No labeled cerebellar nuclear neurons were found ipsi-
or contralaterally after HRP- applications to the vestibular nuclear complex. As in 
these preparations not many labeled cerebellar Purkinje cells were found either, this 
result can perhaps be explained by technical complications in larval stages. In the 
retrograde direction, HRP applications involving the cerebellar nucleus labeled 
many contralateral vestibulocerebellar neurons as well. Because of the massive la-
beling of these neurons and their dendrites, a possible contralateral nucleo-
vestibular projection (anterogradely labeled) resembling the uncinate tract, could 
not be excluded. Other projections from the cerebellar nucleus found in the present 
study, are in keeping with data in adult frogs. In Rana pipiens, after HRP applica-
tions to the cerebellar nucleus, the majority of the ipsilateral Purkinje cells was la-
beled in the cerebellum as well as several cells in the contralateral cerebellar 
nucleus (Montgomery, '88). Although many Purkinje cell fibers were probably da-
maged while passing in the cerebellar peduncle, this means that at least several 
Purkinje cell axons indeed terminate in the ipsilateral cerebellar nucleus. HRP in-
jections in the cerebellar corpus produced a dense terminal plexus in this area. This 
was also found by Stern and Rubinson ('71) with an anterograde degeneration tech-
nique. In the studies by Larson-Prior and Cruce ('84) and Montgomery ('88), it was 
shown that a distinct brachium conjunctivum exists in Rana. HRP injections in the 
ventral mesencephalon resulted in the bilateral, though predominantly contralate-
ral labeling of cells in the cerebellar nucleus. Furthermore, anterograde labeling of 
this projection showed labeled terminals in the neuropil lateral to the contralateral 
trochlear nucleus. Much the same results were obtained in the present study in Xe-
nopus. The form of the cerebellar nuclear neurons found in the present study (Fig. 
3A,E,F) resembles that of the corresponding cells in Rana pipiens. In Rana these 
neurons also have a bipolar shape, and furthermore were HRP-labeled from the ce-
rebellar corpus. This may indicate that their dendrites ramify into the cerebellar 
granular layer, as was found in Xenopus (the present study). The presumed cells of 
the cerebellar nucleus are located just dorsomedially of the fourth ventricle lateral 
recess, and are arranged in a band that extends from rostromedial to caudolateral. 
This location corresponds well with that found for these neurons in other frogs (Rii-
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deberg, '61; Gregory, '74; Larson-Prior and Cruce, '84; Montgomery, '88). It was 
noted that the location of the cerebellar nuclear neurons found in the present study 
is comparable to the area where in a previous study (Van der Linden et al., '88; 
Chapter 5) primary afférents from the leg segments were seen to terminate. It ap-
pears therefore that in Xenopus, unlike in other frogs (Joseph and Whitlock, '68; 
Rushmer, '70; Antal et al., '80; Szèkely et al., '80), the cerebellar nucleus instead of 
the cerebellar granular layer might be the end station for primary afferent fibers in 
the brain stem. 
In larvae (the present study) as well as adult Xenopus (Gonzalez et al., '84) it was 
shown that a small projection exists from the cerebellar nucleus to the contralateral 
mesencephalic tegmentum (see Fig. 3G). This area was found to contain re-
trogradely labeled neurons which were traced from the contralateral dorsolateral fu-
niculus of the spinal cord (Ten Donkelaar et al., '81; Ten Donkelaar, '88; see also 
Toth et al., '85; Prior and Cruce, '82). These latter neurons were designated the ami-
ran homologue of the red nucleus. The efferent projection from the cerebellar 
nucleus to this area is in keeping with other studies in frogs (Grover, '83; Larson-
Prior and Cruce, '84). The anterogradely labeled terminals found in the present stu-
dy must, however, be interpreted with some caution. Especially in younger larvae, 
HRP applications that were too large could possibly label secondary vestibular 
efferente which in frogs as well as in other vertebrates project to the oculomotor 
nuclei which are situated nearby (Gregory, '74; Fuller, '74; Grover, '83; Will et al., 
'85b; Montgomery, '88). These fibers, however, would be expected to ascend via the 
fasciculus longitudinalis medialis. 
Developmental aspects 
The development of efferent cerebellar neurons (i.e. Purkinje cells) in Xenopus 
begins at stage 46 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). HRP applications to the cerebellum 
were therefore started at this stage. Because the cerebellum is still very small at sta-
ge 46, deposits of HRP could not be kept restricted to the cerebellum and conside-
rable spread was found to subcerebellar regions. The results therefore must be inter-
preted with caution. At stage 46 no clear descending cerebellar efferent projection 
was found. However, several neurons were found labeled. Apart from several larger 
cells at the HRP application site (presumed Purkinje cells), a few small cells were 
observed in the contralateral alar plate, at the same rostrocaudal level or slightly 
caudal to the level of the HRP application (Fig. 4A). According to their position, it 
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Figure 4 Cerebellar efferents from the cerebellar nucleus A Cerebellar applica­
tion site in a stage 46 tadpole (left) In the contralateral alar plate some re-
trogradely labeled cells can be seen (arow) В Retrogradely labeled cerebellar 
nuclear cells in stage 53 С Large cerebellar application in stage 53 In the con­
tralateral alar plate a group of cerebellar nuclear neurons is labeled D 
Magnification of cerebellar nuclear neurons shown in С Bars equal 50/Urn in 
A.BDandlOO/ummC 
seems possible that these cells represent the first commissural neurons of the cere­
bellar nucleus. At stage 46, after HRP application in the ventral mesencephalic teg­
mentum, no cells of this type and location could be discerned, indicating that a 
brachium conjunctivum has not yet formed at this stage. This projection was found 
at stage 49, were it could be retrogradely as well as anterogradely traced (Fig. 3A,B). 
These results in earlier stages show that the commissural cerebellar nuclear neu­
rons develop slightly before the differentiation of cerebellar Purkinje cells. In other 
studies, vestibulospinal cells were shown to develop even earlier (Van Mier and Ten 
Donkelaar, '84; Nordlander et al., '85). As the cerebellar nucleus in anurans is so­
metimes regarded as extracerebellar and possibly part of the vestibular nuclear co-
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mplex (Larsell, '25; Rüdeberg, '61) its earlier development is not surprising. The 
vertebrate cerebellum is regarded as a motor control center (for an extensive review 
see: Ito, '84). Also in Xenopus, the cerebellum was shown to be part of the 
circuitry involved in motor regulation. Already at stage 49 the cerebellar efferent 
projection forms a distinct connection with the vestibulospinal tract (Van der 
Linden et al., '90; Chapter 8), which in frogs as in mammals was shown to 
participate directly in the control of motor centers in the spinal cord (Magherini et 
al., '74; Maeda et al., '76). Since in Xenopus limb buds have just begun to form at 
stage 49, it seems likely that cerebellar control must at this stage be limited to con-
trol over axial musculature, i.e. control over tail swimming. As the motor system 
of Xenopus laevis undergoes major modifications during metamorphosis (forma-
tion of the limbs), it was expected that this would be reflected in the further deve-
lopment of cerebellar efferent connections. A modification of cerebellar efferent 
circuitry during metamorphosis was not found in the present study. As shown, the 
gross morphology of the cerebellar efferent projection remains more or less the 
same, although in other parts of the central nervous system extensive changes oc-
cur during metamorphosis (Kollros, '81). Therefore, although the cerebellar con-
trol over secondary motoneurons (movement of the limbs) has yet to be established 
in Xenopus, it is clear that this will occur gradually during the formation of secon-
dary motoneuron pools, and the formation of the limbs, and not abruptly as so 
many other changes in the CNS during metamorphosis. Interesting in this respect 
is the early development of the cerebellar efferents to the ventral mesencephalic 
tegmentum. In this area, an anuran nucleus ruber was discerned that projects to the 
spinal cord (Ten Donkelaar et al., '81; Toth et al., '85; Ten Donkelaar, '88). In a co-
mparative survey, this nucleus has been associated with the control and therefore 
the presence of limbs (Ten Donkelaar, '88). Previous studies in Xenopus regarding 
the rather late development of the rubrospinal tract confirmed this notion. The 
early cerebellorubral projection found in the present study, however, cannot be pla-
ced in this context. In a much studied species with respect to the development of 
the rubrospinal tract, i.e. the opossum, it was found that cerebellorubral con-
nections are present before rubrospinal innervation is complete (Cabana and 
Martin, '86). The early cerebellorubral projection in Xenopus found in the present 
study could be explained by such a mechanism. New preliminary findings, howe-
ver, suggest that in Xenopus the rubrospinal tract is present early in development, 
before the presence of the limbs (Ten Donkelaar, unpublished observations). 
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Vestibulospinal projections in Xenopus indeed form very early in development (Van 
Mier and Ten Donkelaar, '84; Nordlander et al., '85). Cerebellovestibular efferents 
therefore grow out when their targets are already well developed (Van der Linden 
and Ten Donkelaar, '90; Chapter 8). 
The vestibular and acousticolateral systems of anurans undergo major modificat 
tions as the body is changed from aquatic tadpole to juvenile froglet during devel 
lopment. These modifications result primarily from the elimination of the lateral 
line system and possibly from the adaptation of the vestibular apparatus to the new 
habitat (Larsell, '25, '67). Moreover, during metamorphosis, an entirely new target 
in the form of secondary motoneurons is presented to neurons that form the 
vestibulospinal tract (Van Mier and Ten Donkelaar, '85; Magherini et al., '74; Maed 
da et al., '77). As the cerebellum is closely linked with the vestibular system in Xen 
nopus (Gonzalez et al., '84; Van der Linden and Ten Donkelaar, '90; Chapter 8) it 
was expected to change as well during metamorphosis. The present study shows, 
however, that as far as the gross morphology of the cerebellar efferent system is 
concerned, this does not seem to be the case. The cerebellar efferent system, exc 
cept for a gradual change in size does not seem to undergo major transformations. 
This result is in keeping with the work of Kollros ('81), who stated that the cyt 
toarchitectonic features of the cerebellum in frogs are well established at an early 
stage, and do not change qualitatively during subsequent metamorphosis. In Xenop 
pus, a similar conclusion was reached (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67). In this respect it 
has to be taken into account that the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis, remains aquatic 
for all of its life. Possibly, no great postural and equilibria! adaptation would be req 
quired to cope with a new habitat as is the case with terrestrial frogs. Furthermore, 
in Xenopus, the lateral line afferent system is retained during postmetamorphic 
life. It does not reach the cerebellum (Altman and Dawes, '83). On these grounds, 
apparently no reorganization in cerebellar efferent- and vestibular circuitry would 
be necessary as far as the lateral line system is concerned. The results of the pres 
sent study show that the innervation of the vestibulospinal tract by cerebellar 
efferents (i.e. Purkinje cell axons) occurs rather smoothly. No sudden increase of ing 
growth was observed. It is possible that the innervation of the secondary motor col 
lumns by vestibulospinal cells also occurs smoothly. This notion will be the subject 
of further study. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR A 
MONOSYNAPTIC CONNECTION BETWEEN 
CEREBELLAR PURKINJE CELLS AND 
VESTIBULOSPINAL TRACT NEURONS IN THE 
LARVAL CLAWED TOAD, XENOPUS LAEVIS 
Abstract 
A double labeling technique was used to trace synaptic connections between 
the efferent neurons of the cerebellum (Purkinje cells) and vestibulospinal tract 
neurons in larvae of the clawed toad. Xenopus laevis The efferent cerebellar pro-
jection was labeled with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) while in the same prepara-
tions the brain stem neurons projecting to the spinal cord were labeled with co-
baltous lysine It was found that the distribution of the Purkinje cell terminal bou-
tons overlaps significantly with the location of vestibulospinal neurons in the brain 
stem Moreover, several close appositions were seen between Purkinje cell bou-
tons and the dendrites and somata of these latter neurons The close appositions 
seen in light microscopy were confirmed by subsequent electron microscopy This 
study shows that early in development (at least well before metamorphosis) a cere-
bello-vestibulospmal connection exists in Xenopus laevis This connection is likely 
to persist throughout metamorphosis to the adult state 
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Figure 1 A Thick Epon section in the transversal plane, showing several labeled 
vestibulospinal cells (vest) and apposing labeled Purkinje cell boutons (black spots) 
Bar equals 50 AJm В Magnification from A. note primary dendrite from 
vestibulospinal neuron, apposed by several labeled Purkmie cell boutons (arrows). 
Nomarski optics Bar equals 10 /urn C. Another vestibulospinal neuron showing 
several en passant boutons (arrows), and one terminal bouton on its primary 
dendrite (large arrow). Nomarski optics Bar equals 10 ¿um D: Dorsal 
reconstruction made from aligned serai sections The HRP- application site in the 
cerebellum is indicated (stippled), as well as the cerebellar efferent protection 
(hatched) and the Cobalt-labeled vestibulospinal cells Note significant overlap of 
cerebellar efferent projection and labeled vestibulospinal cell area The large brain 
stem neurons are the two Mauthner neurons Bar equals ЮО/um. 
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Introduction 
The vertebrate vestibular system is functionally closely associated with other 
motor control centers such as the cerebellum (Wilson and Melvill Jones, '79; Ito, 
'84). Apart from the cerebellar afferent system which consists of a dense projection 
from neurons in the vestibular ganglion and all of the vestibular nuclei, the cere-
bellar efferent system is also closely linked with the vestibular system. In mam-
mals, the Purkinje cells of the vestibulocerebcllum and neurons in the deep cere-
bellar nuclei have been shown to project to all of the vestibular nuclei (Wilson and 
Melvill Jones, '79; Ito, '84). The cerebellum thus participates in various vestibular 
reflexes (such as the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and the vestibulospinal reflexes) 
by directly controlling the activity of vestibular neurons (Ito, '72;Ito, '84;). 
Especially noteworthy with respect to the cerebellar and vestibular control of lo-
comotion, equilibrium and posture are the neurons that form the medial and late-
ral vestibulospinal tracts (MVST and LVST). In anurans (Magherini et al., '74; 
Maeda et al., '77; Corvaja and Grofova, '78), as in mammals (Ito, '84) these neu-
rons project directly to spinal motoneurons. Physiologically, it has been shown that 
both MVST- and LVST neurons are targets for Purkinje cells of the cerebellar 
vermis (Akaike et al., '73; Ito, '84), thus demonstrating a direct cerebello-vestibulo-
spinal projection. As yet, this finding has not been corroborated by anatomical 
(electronmicroscopical) investigations. 
It has been recognized that many of the mammalian vestibular functions arc 
shared by non-mammalian vertebrates as well. Many studies in birds, reptiles, and 
even fish and frogs not only showed the same vestibular functions as in mammals, 
but also unraveled the same underlying neuronal organization (Mehler, '72; Wilson 
and Melvill Jones, '79). 
Larvae of the clawed toad Xenopus laevis appear to be well suited for tract tra-
cing studies because they are remarkably transparent, and their CNS is clearly vis-
ible in vivo (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67; Van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84). Moreo-
ver, as no ossified parts of the skeleton have yet formed, the CNS is easily ac-
cessible for experimenting. Earlier tract-tracing studies on larvae of Xenopus lae-
vis provided many data on the development of the descending supraspinal path-
ways, including the vestibulospinal tract (Nordlander et al., '85; Van Mier and ten 
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Figure 2 A Electron micrograph of cobalt- labeled vestibulospinal cell and close 
apposition of HRP-labeled Purkmie cell bouton (asterisk) Note the invagination of 
the bouton membrane into the vestibular neuron (arrow) The inset shows the 
position in a transversal thick section (arrow) m is the nuclear membrane Bar 
equals 0 5/um В Close apposition of HRP-labeled profile (asterisk) and primary 
dendrite of vestibulospinal neuron Note the synaptic vesicles within the HRP-
labeled profile Bar equals 0 bjam 
Donkelaar, '84), and also the development of afferent and efferent cerebellar con­
nections was adequately studied (Van der Linden and ten Donkelaar, '87; Chapter 4; 
Van der Linden et al., '88; Chapter 5; Van der Linden et al., '90; Chapter 7). Both 
the vestibulospinal tracts and an extensive efferent cerebellar projection are present 
early in the development of this species. 
In the present study therefore, to provide an anatomical substrate for the physio­
logical findings in frogs regarding cerebellar control of the vestibulospinal tract, a 
double labeling technique was employed in larvae of Xenopus laevis. The cere­
bellar efferent system was labeled with HRP while in the same animals the 
vestibulospinal tract was labeled with cobaltous lysine from the spinal cord. The 
overlapping areas of projection were investigated at the light- as well as the electron-
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microscopical level for synaptic junctions. This study forms part of a larger project 
on the initiation and control of locomotion in this anuran species. 
Material and methods 
Larvae of Xenopus laevis were obtained from adult animals by Pregnyl 
(Organon)- induced breeding. They were kept in aerated tap water at moderate de-
nsities at 20-22 °C, and raised on nettle powder. For this study, about 30 tadpoles of 
stage 49 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67) were used. All operations were carried out un-
der tricaine methanesulphonate anaesthesia (MS 222, Sandoz; 0.1 mg/ml tap wa-
ter). After incision of the skin and the dura, horseradish peroxidase (Boehringer 
grade I) was recrystallized from distilled water onto sharp tungsten needles and ap-
plied unilaterally to the cerebellum. The animals were left in tap water overnight at 
room temperature. The next day the animals were reanaesthetised and placed in a 
Petri dish on a piece of filtration paper. The spinal cord was exposed by removing 
the overlying tissue. It was then slightly pulled free and the excess of fluid was ca-
refully blotted away. The spinal cord was then sealed all around with vaseline for-
ming a small cup. This was filled with a drop of distilled water, and the spinal cord 
was cut with fine scissors within the drop. After a while, the distilled water was re-
placed by a drop of cobaltous lysine solution (prepared according to Göres et al. 
('79)), and the preparations were kept for three hours in the refrigerator at 4 0C. The 
vaseline and cobaltous lysine solution were then removed and the preparations were 
briefly rinsed in frog ringer solution. They were then soaked for 10 minutes in the 
same solution, saturated with hydrogensulfide (H2S), and fixed in Pearse's fixati-
ve (1% formaldehyde, 1.25 % glutaraldehyde and 1% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in 
phosphate buffer (pH=7.4)). Brains were dissected out and kept overnight in 
phosphate buffer. The next day they were processed for HRP according to Van der 
Linden et al. (Van der Linden et al., '88; Chapter 5). The preparations selected for 
electron microscopy were postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide (in phosphate buffer 
pH=7.4). After this, all preparations were dehydrated in graded ethanols and 
embedded in Epon 812. Thick sections (20 дт) were cut on a rotary microtome 
equipped with a teflon edged razor blade. These were lightmicroscopically in­
spected and areas of interest were reembedded in Epon and processed for electron 
microscopy. 
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Discussion 
With the employed technique, the presence of HRP is clearly demonstrated, both 
at the light- and electronmicroscopical level. The DAB reaction product is stained 
dark brown, and labeled structures are clearly shown against the unstained back­
ground. At the electronmicroscopical level, the staining appears solid black due to 
the osmiumtetroxide enhancement (Fig. 2). The cells labeled with cobalt, however, 
appear at the lightmicroscopical level in a blue/grey colour that is clearly dis­
tinguishable from the brown DAB reaction product. Of these cells, at least the so­
mata and the primary dendrites are stained in this manner. In the electron-
microscope this staining shows a dark overall appearance of the cytoplasm of the 
labeled neurons (Figs. 2). Again, this labeling is clearly distinguishable from the so­
lid black staining of the HRP-filled profiles. Sometimes the cobalt- labeled cells 
showed a poor ultrastructure such as swollen mitochondria. All of the brain stem 
cell types known to project to the spinal cord in Xenopus (Nordländer et al., '85; 
Van Mier and ten Donkelaar, '84), were also labeled with this cobalt- labeling tech-
nique, with the possible exception of the nucleus raphe inferior. In the cases of 
small cerebellar applications of HRP, only the efferent projection from the cere-
bellar Purkinje neurons was labeled, and no labeled cerebellar afférents were found, 
thus simplifying the interpretation of the HRP-labeled structures. As the detailed 
structure of the cerebellar efferent system of Xenopus is described elsewhere 
(Gonzalez et al., '84; Van der Linden et al., '90; Chapter 7), only a short description 
of this system will be given here. In Xenopus, the cerebellar efferents arising in the 
Purkinje cells are mainly aimed at the vestibular complex, and seem to project 
strictly ipsilaterally (Gonzalez et al., '84). From the cerebellum, they descend in the 
transition zone between the alar- and basal plates. At the level of the eighth cranial 
nerve, they 'squeeze through' between the perpendicular fiber bundles. At this le-
vel, many of the descending fibers take a medial course and form numerous 
terminal- and 'en passant' boutons in the region of the vestibular nuclear complex 
(Gonzalez et al., '84; Van der Linden et al., '90; Chapter 7). Other fibers continue 
descending until at length they too project more medially and terminate within the 
boundaries of the vestibular nuclear complex. In the double labeled preparations, 
the boutons of the cerebellar efferent fibers can be seen to be in close apposition 
with the primary dendrites and the somata of the cobalt-labeled vestibulospinal 
neurons (Fig. 1). The dendrites of these latter cells, which project in a lateral dire-
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ction, are met by the medially projecting cerebellovestibular efferente. The efferent 
fibers run along the length of the vestibulospinal cell's dendrites, and form several 
'en passant' boutons at certain intervals. They often reach the somata of the 
vestibulospinal cells and sometimes are seen to project even further medially. When 
serial sections are aligned and reconstructions are made in dorsal view (Fig. ID), a 
correlation can be made between the terminal field of the cerebellar efferent pro-
jection and the position of the labeled vestibulospinal neurons. After an initial 
broadening of the cerebellar efferent projection, directly following the HRP applica-
tion site, the descending bundle is narrow and no terminal boutons are observed. At 
the level of the eighth nerve a constriction of the bundle can be observed. Beyond 
that level the fibers radiate into a more medial field. This projection field seems to 
correlate well with the position of the cobalt-labeled vestibulospinal cells (Fig. ID). 
At a more caudal level, where no cobalt-labeled vestibulospinal cells were found, the 
cerebellar efferent projection still persists, until the most caudally situated fibers 
terminate about halfway between the caudalmost vestibulospinal cells and the obex. 
The close appositions seen in the light microscope, were verified by electron 
microscopy. Solid black HRP-labeled profiles could be clearly distinguished from 
the lighter stained neuronal structures labeled with cobalt. Close appositions of 
HRP-labeled boutons were observed throughout the field of the labeled 
vestibulospinal cells, on the somata of these cells as well as on their dendritic profi-
les (Fig. 2). Although many of the Purkinje cell boutons were densely stained, so-
metimes profiles filled with synaptic vesicles could be observed. Also, shallow inva-
ginations of the HRP-filled cerebellovestibular profile into the soma were someti-
mes seen (Fig. 2A). 
In the electronmicroscopical images cobalt-labeled cells appear significantly 
darker than the surrounding tissue. Sometimes, these labeled cells showed a poor 
ultrastructure. This probably indicates that these cells are already degenerating as a 
result of the severing of their axons. Their dark appearance thus could be explai-
ned by a combination of cobalt filling and degeneration. Several tract-tracing stu-
dies in Xenopus laevis already showed the morphology of the vestibulospinal neu-
rons (Ten Donkelaar et al., '81; Nordlander et al., '85; Van Mier and ten Donkelaar, 
'84). The dendrites of these cells radiate laterally, while their axons project medio-
ventrally and descend ipsi- as well as contralaterally towards the spinal cord. This 
morphology is identical with that found for labeled cells in the present study. To-
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gether with their similar location this clearly shows that the same cell types are in-
volved here. 
In mammals, and with physiological methods, it was shown that the neurons 
that form the lateral and medial vestibulospinal tracts receive monosynaptic in-
nervation from Purkinje cells of the cerebellar vermis, thus demonstrating a direct 
cerebello- vestibulo-spinal connection (Akaike et al., '73; Ito, '84). Also, in the frog, 
vestibular neurons were found to be inhibited by Purkinje cells from the auricular 
lobe (Magherini et al., '75). Until now, no direct anatomical evidence was presented 
to confirm these physiological findings, although cerebellar efferents (from Purkin-
je cells as well as from cerebellar nuclei neurons) are known to project extensively 
into the vestibular region (Wilson and Melvill Jones, '79; Ito, '84). In the present 
study, the physiological data concerning cerebellar control of vestibulospinal neu-
rons are corroborated with the use of an anatomical method. Boutons from cere-
bellar Purkinje cells were found on the primary dendrites and cell somata of 
vestibulospinal neurons. 
Although, due to the solid labeling of the HRP-filled profiles, synapses could not 
be observed directly, these close appositions show that a direct monosynaptic cere-
bello-vestibulo-spinal connection is present in these animals some time before me-
tamorphosis. As the cerebellar efferent system does not change much during deve-
lopment (Van der Linden et al., '90; Chapter 7), it is very likely that the cerebellar 
control over the vestibulospinal tract will persist throughout metamorphosis to the 
adult state. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
Summary of the foregoing 
The aim of the present study was to investigate the development of cerebellar 
connectivity in the clawed toad, Xenopus laevis. Furthermore we meant to see 
whether the different adaptations of the premetamorphic tadpole and the adult toad 
to the environment was reflected in their cerebellar circuitries. Also an effort was 
made to fit the results of the investigation into the accepted 'basic cerebellar 
circuitry' concept. In the preceding chapters the development of the various compo­
nents of the cerebellar circuitry was outlined. Chapter 4 deals with the development 
of cerebellar afferent systems. It was found that except for pontocerebellar systems, 
many of the afferent modalities can be found in the clawed toad. These systems are 
present early with respect to the development of the cerebellum itself. Already at sta­
ge 48 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67) a distinct set of afférents was demonstrated. 
Vestibulocerebellar and olivocerebellar systems dominate. Somewhat later, spinoce-
rebellar afférents and a projection from a presumed 'nucleus prepositus hypoglossi' 
were found. Strangely, neither raphecerebellar afférents nor a primary spinocere-
bellar projection originating from spinal ganglion cells could be demonstrated. It 
was concluded that, before the development of the limbs, most of the cerebellar 
afferent systems are present in the larvae of Xenopus. The development of the spi-
nocerebellar afférents was further worked out in chapter 5. Two kinds of spinocere-
bellar neurons were found; large ipsilaterally projecting cells that resemble the large 
primary motoneurons of the same area, and smaller contralaterally projecting ones. 
These latter cells were found somewhat earlier in development. The large neurons 
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were compared to the 'spinal border cells' of mammals. Again, no primary spino-
cerebellar projection was found. Even in adult animals, the primary afférents from 
spinal ganglion cells terminate just under the cerebellum (possibly in the cere-
bellar nucleus; see chapter 7 and Fig. 1) and do not enter the cerebellar granular 
layer. Taken together with the apparent sparseness of the secondary spinocerebellar 
projection, it was concluded that direct spinocerebellar afférents in Xenopus are of 
minor importance compared to those in other frogs. The olivocerebellar system, 
discussed in chapter 4, was studied further by means of anterograde HRP labeling 
(Chapter 6). Developing climbing fibers were studied at the light- as well as the 
electronmicroscopical level. At early stages, developing climbing fiber profiles show 
peculiar invaginations of Purkinje neurons. Normally formed synapses were alread-
y found between these contacting neuronal elements. Throughout development (but 
apparently not in the adult animal), a heterogeneous set of developing climbing fi-
bers is present in the cerebellum of Xenopus. It was concluded that despite diffe-
rences regarding developmental synchronisation, much the same stages and pro-
cesses are involved in frog climbing fiber development, as in mammals. Cerebellar 
efferent projections are dealt with in Chapter 7. Cerebellar efferents originating in 
the 'cortex' were found especially to be aimed at the vestibular nuclear complex. 
Also an ascending projection was noted from the cerebellar nucleus to the region of 
the anuran red nucleus, and a commissural connection between the contralateral 
cerebellar nucleus. Cerebellar efferents are present early in development, and 
change only quantitatively during subsequent metamorphosis. In Chapter 8 a direct 
cerebellar efferent contact was demonstrated with a double labeling technique. This 
showed 'hat before the emergence of the limbs, the cerebellum already exerts con-
trol over the spinal motor system. 
Basic cerebellar circuitry (comparative aspects) 
The present study confirms the notion that a basic cerebellar circuitry is present 
in all vertebrates (Llinas, '81). With of course some exceptions (for instance 
pontocerebellar systems), in general the same afferent and efferent cerebellar 
systems of 'higher' vertebrates such as mammals are present in the clawed toad. 
Especially noteworthy in this respect is one of the two input systems of the cere-
bellum, the olivocerebellar projection. Not only a distinct contralaterally projecting 
inferior olive was found throughout cerebellar development (Chapter 4), but also the 
embryology of the climbing fiber in Xenopus shows remarkable parallels with that 
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Figure 1 A Two transversal sections from brans of stage 49 tad­
poles showing cerebellar nuclear neurons after HRP-in|ection in the 
mesencephalic tegmentum (rub left) and terminating primary 
afferent fibers (pafs right) В Magnification of primary afferent 
termination area Terminal boutons on presumed cerebellar nuclear 
cells are indicated (arrows semithm section) Bar equals 100/jm for 
A and 25/um f a В 
in mammals (Chapter 6). An important finding in the present study is the early 
presence of apparently functional synaptic contacts between embryonic climbing 
fibers and invaginating Purkinje cell somatic spines. At these early stages (<46), 
Purkinje cells in Xenopus have not yet differentiated (Nieuwkoop and Faber, '67), 
and probably do not possess an axon, that is, the cerebellar efferent projection to 
the vestibular nuclear complex does not seem to have evolved yet (Chapter 7). How 
then can the climbing fiber-Purkinje cell synaptic contacts be explained? It is 
possible that these contacts are already involved in local cerebellar circuits. This 
would mean that the Purkinje cell is 'used' as a cerebellar interneuron. A more pro­
bable explanation is that the early synaptic contacts have something to do with the 
differentiation process of the Purkinje cell itself. This is no new idea. It was 
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suggested by Kornguth and Scott ('73), and subsequently tested by several in-
vestigators (Bradley and Berry, '76; Sotelo and Arsênio-Nunes, '76). It was found 
that climbing fiber deprivation did not interfere with the normal development and 
differentiation of Purkinje cells in mammals. It follows that the differentiation of 
Purkinje cells is essentially a process which is timed by some internal mechanism. 
May be still, a fine tuning of this differentiation process is mediated by early sy-
naptic contacts. In frogs and in mammals, the developmental relocation of these 
early synaptic contacts from the soma of the Purkinje cell to its dendritic tree, al-
though poorly understood, is one of the most striking examples of synaptic 
plasticity in the nervous system. When HRP was applied to the spinal ganglia of 
the limb-associated segments of larvae as well as of adult toads, no labeled 
terminals were found in the cerebellum. Instead, sometimes large terminal bou-
tons were seen just below the cerebellar granular layer (Chapter 5). In Chapter 7, it 
was argued that this termination area involved the cerebellar nucleus (see also Fig. 
1). If this finding indeed reflects the natural situation, then this represents a major 
difference with other anuran species. In several other frogs and toads, and with va-
rious techniques, an extensive projection was demonstrated from limb-innervating 
spinal ganglia to the cerebellar granular layer (see Chapter 5). In addition, the cere-
bellar nucleus of Rana pipiens was also found to receive afférents from the dorsal 
spinocerebellar tract (Montgomery, '88). Xenopus is regarded as a animal which 
displays a mixture of several primitive as well as some specialized features (De-
uchar, '75). Although one has to be very careful, the apparent absence of the dorsal 
spinocerebellar tract in Xenopus could be regarded as a primitive character. 
Another possibility is that it is related to the aquatic way of life of the clawed toad. 
However, there exists considerable doubt as to which features of Xenopus are deri-
ved (specializations acquired secondarily for aquatic life) and which represent the 
absence of characters suited for life on land (Deuchar, '75). Further studies have to 
be conducted to evaluate these possibilities. An important finding in this study is 
the presence of the large 'motoneuron-like' spinal border cells (SBC) in the thora-
cic cord (Chapter 5). Although there are differences, the same neurons are found in 
the spinal cords of mammals. This finding is therefore a further substantiation of 
the 'basic cerebellar circuitry' concept. Apparently, this idea can be extended. Not 
only it is descriptive of cerebellar neurons, and global in- and output systems, but 
also it can be applied to specific afferent systems, such as the spinocerebellar tract 
and possibly others. Although the relation between form and function is still poorly 
understood in the nervous system, it is even possible that by a simple rule of gene-
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ral design (looks the same- functions the same), spinal border cells in mammals 
and in frogs have a very similar function. This idea is further strenghtened by the 
observation of descending SBC axons in Xenopus (Chapter 5). Similar descending 
axons were also found in mammals (Hirai, '78). It is hardly conceivable that such 
detailed similarities in remote animal species would lack functional significance. 
General conclusions 
From the preceding chapters it is clear that the correlation between the develo-
ping cerebellar circuitry on the one hand, and the events in metamorphosis on the 
other hand, is hard to make. The afferent cerebellar circuitry seems to be develo-
ped very well before metamorphosis occurs, and a distinct set of afférents has for-
med even before the limbs emerge. This afferent cerebellar circuitry changes only 
quantitatively during metamorphosis, although at the ultrastructural level an ex-
tensive reorganization could still take place. The same is true for the cerebellar 
efferent connections. In Chapter 8 a direct cerebello- vestibulo-spinal pathway was 
demonstrated in Xenopus larvae of stage 49. Although the fate of these specific 
vestibulospinal fibers in the spinal cord is not known, it is conceivable that they 
impinge upon spinal motoneurons (Magherini et al., '74; Maeda et al., '77; Corvaja 
and Grofová, '78). At stage 49, leg buds are still very small and, although seconda-
ry motoneurons have already formed (Van Mier et al., '85), it is much more pro-
bable that the primary motoneurons are being controlled by the vestibulospinal 
tract and not these early secondary ones. It is thus assumed that, at these early sta-
ges, tail muscle activity is controlled by the cerebellum. Later in development, a 
large part of locomotor control is taken over by secondary motoneurons. Conse-
quently, as shown in adult animals, vestibulospinal tract neurons innervate this new 
set of motoneurons (Magherini et al., '74; Maeda et al., '77), and the vestibulospinal 
tract cells are subsequently innervated by cerebellar efferente (Magherini et al., 
'75). It is clear that these changes in vestibular and cerebellar efferent innervation 
are not captured with the techniques used in the present study. Possibly this is the 
result of the indirect role of the cerebellum in the control of locomotion in Xeno-
pus. The presumed reorganization of the vestibulospinal innervation could be ac-
commodated by gradual formation of new synaptic contacts or even by the forma-
tion of a new set of vestibulospinal tract neurons. In either case, reorganization of 
cerebellar circuitry could also be gradually. As the cerebellum increases in size du-
ring development, synaptic reorganization at the spinal level could be accommoda-
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ted simply by the gradual formation of new cerebellar efferent neurons and con-
nections. As the development of cerebellar connections in Xenopus apparently lacks 
early specializations that are associated with the adaptation of the tadpole to its surr 
roundings, perhaps comparisons can be made to cerebellar development in other 
vertebrates. From the present study it is clear that most cerebellar afférents and 
efferents are present early with respect to the development of the cerebellum itself 
and with respect to differentiation of their target neurons. This is true for reticuloc 
cerebellar-, vestibulocerebellar-, spinocerebellar-, and perhaps olivocerebellar 
afférents and also for nucleorubral efferents. A possible exception is the cereb 
bellovestibular projection which arises when the vestibulospinal tract is already well 
developed (see Chapters 7,8). Similar findings were made in other species. In the 
chick spinocerebellar afférents are present early with respect to the development of 
the cerebellum itself (Lakke et al., '85; Okado et al., '87) and in the opossum, a spec 
cies much used for cerebellar development studies, serotonergic (Bishop et al., 85) 
and cerebellovestibular (Hazlctt and Bagley, '83) fibers are also present early. In add 
dition several studies in the opossum showed that spinocerebellar- (Larsell, '35; 
Martin et al., '83), olivocerebellar- (King et al., '82), and cerebellorubral (Martin et 
al., '86; Cabana and Martin, '86) fibers are all present before their postsynaptic 
targets appear to have differentiated (see also O'Donoghue et al., '87). In the rat, 
spinocerebellar afférents are present early in the cerebellum and wait until their 
target cells (granule cells) have differentiated (Arsenio-Nunes and Sotelo, '85). With 
respect to all these data in other animal species, the results obtained in the present 
study fit in rather well. The remarkable parallel in climbing fiber development in 
frogs and mammals has already been discussed (Chapter 6). On the basis of these 
interspecific similarities, although they are still fragmentary in character, perhaps 
the 'basic cerebellar circuitry concept' could be supplemented with a 'basic cere-
bellar development concept'. 
J.A.M. van der Linden 
Samenvatting 
In dit projekt is onderzoek gedaan naar de ontwikkeling van verbindingen van 
het cerebellum in de klauwpad, Xenopus laevis. De vraagstelling hierbij was hoe de 
cerebellaire beïnvloeding van de motoriek zich ontwikkeld in anuren. Ook werd na-
gegaan in hoeverre deze ontwikkeling te vergelijken is met die in andere 
vertebraten. Een belangrijk nevendoel hierbij was, deze ontwikkeling van cere-
bellaire verbindingen te correleren met gebeurtenissen in de metamorfose, in het 
bijzonder de vorming van de poten, en de daarmee gepaard gaande verandering van 
het bewegingspatroon. 
Na een algemene inleiding over de morfologie en de ontwikkeling van het cere-
bellum van Xenopus (Hoofdstukken 1 en 2), wordt een methode beschreven 
waarmee driedimensionale rekonstrukties van gelabelde neuronen kunnen worden 
gemaakt met behulp van een beeldverwerker (Hoofdstuk 3). Deze methode wordt 
in diverse volgende hoofdstukken gebruikt om de verschillende neuronen en neuro-
nale strukturen die gevonden zijn na labeling met 'horseradish peroxidase (HRP)' 
te karakteriseren. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de ontwikkeling van cere-
bellaire afferenten, d.i. neuronen die naar het cerebellum toe projekteren. De 
meeste cerebellaire afferenten blijken al vrij vroeg aanwezig te zijn. In kikkervisjes 
van stadium 48 werden na applikatie van HRP in het cerebellum gelabelde cellen 
gevonden in de onderste olijf, de reticulaire formatie, en het vestibulaire 
kernkomplex (voornamelijk de achterste en de mediale kern). Gelabelde neuronen 
werden ook gevonden in de descenderende kern van de nervus trigeminus. In iets 
oudere dieren (stadium 49/50) werden ook gelabelde cellen gevonden in het 
ruggemerg. De ontwikkeling van deze spinocerebellaire neuronen wordt verder ge-
volgd in hoofdstuk 5. Spinocerebellaire neuronen werden altijd gevonden op thora-
caal niveau. In oudere stadia liggen ze precies tussen de cervicale en lumbale latera-
le kolom van motorneuronen in. Ze bevinden zich in de ventrale grijze stof, bij of 
tussen de motoneuronen van de mediale motor kolom. Het blijkt dat cellen die hun 
axonen kontralateraal naar het cerebellum sturen vroeger aanwezig zijn dan cellen 
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die dat ipsilateraal doen. Deze laatste spinocerebellaire neuronen zijn echter zeer 
groot, en lijken sterk op de mediale motorneuronen, die er vlak bij liggen. De axo-
neindigingen van deze cellen werden ook anterograad gelabeld met HRR Vooral in 
oudere stadia is het labelingspatroon in het cerebellum karakteristiek. Veel axonen 
blijken in het cerebellum over te steken. Het verdere verloop van deze axonen is 
niet altijd even duidelijk, maar het is waarschijnlijk dat ze aan de andere kant 
eindigen in de granulaire laag. 
In hoofdstuk 5 is ook de rostrale cindiging van primaire afferenten met HRP als 
anterograde tracer bestudeerd. Hier bleek dat deze vezels het cerebellum als zoda-
nig niet bereiken, maar eindigen in een gebied vlak onder de granulaire laag. 
Waarschijnlijk liggen hier de cellen van de cerebellaire kern (Hoofdstuk 7). Dit 
eindigingspatroon van primaire afferenten in de hersenstam lijkt uniek voor Xeno-
pus. In veel andere kikkers projekteren de primaire afferenten wel naar het cere-
bellum. De functionele betekenis van deze bevinding is geheel onduidelijk. 
In hoofdstuk 6 is met HRP als anterograde tracer gekeken naar de ontwikkeling 
van het klimvezelsysteem in Xenopus. Het blijkt dat net als bij zoogdieren de klim-
vezels voornamelijk de axonen zijn van neuronen in de onderste olijf. Buiten dat 
zijn er nog andere overeenkomsten tussen klimvezels in kikkers en zoogdieren. Het 
belangrijkste is dat de ontwikkeling via dezelfde stadia blijkt te verlopen. In de 
vroege ontwikkeling maken de klimvezels kontakt met hun 'targets'; de Purkinje 
cellen. Vervolgens onstaat er een korfvormig geheel om het cellichaam van de Pur-
kinje cel heen: de pericellulaire korf of -nest. In een latere fase wordt deze korf ge-
reorganizeerd tot de volwassen klimvezel die, zoals zijn naam al aangeeft, tegen de 
dendriet van de Purkinje cel op klimt. Anders dan bij zoogdieren differentiëren de 
Purkinje cellen, en ook de klimvezels, niet allemaal tegelijk. Hun gezamelijke on-
twikkelingsperiode loopt van zeer vroeg tot in ieder geval na de metamorfose. 
Door deze asynchronie is in elk ontwikkelingsstadium dus een zeer heterogene 
groep van klimvezels aanwezig. Een mogelijk belangrijke bevinding van de huidi-
ge studie is dat zeer vroeg in de ontwikkeling van het cerebellum er waarschijnlijk 
al funktionele kontakten zijn tussen de eerste klimvezels en de nog niet ge-
differentieerde Purkinje cellen. Wat dit funktioneel betekent is niet duidelijk. 
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt aandacht besteed aan de ontwikkeling van het cerebellaire 
efferente systeem. Met HRP zowel als retrograde als anterograde tracer werden Pur-
kinje cellen en cellen van de cerebellaire kern gelabeld vanuit het cerebellum al-
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smede hun doel gebieden. Het lijkt erop dat de axonen van de cerebellaire 
kerncellen iets eerder uitgroeien dat die van de cerebellaire Purkinje cellen. Toch 
zijn de efferente verbindingen van het cerebellum al aanwezig voordat de meta-
morfose begint. Eindigingen van Purkinje cel axonen werden vooral gevonden in 
het ipsilaterale vestibulaire kerngebied. Cellen van de cerebellaire kern projekteren 
voornamelijk naar de kontralaterale kern en ook kontralateraal naar het gebied van 
het mesencephale tegmentum waar zich de nucleus ruber bevindt. De projektie van 
de Purkinjecellen naar het vestibulaire kerngebied werd uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 8. 
Hier werd met behulp van een dubbellabeling techniek een verbinding aangetoond 
van Purkinje cel axonen met de oorsprongscellen van de vestibulospinale baan in 
vroege larven van Xenopus. Het is de eerste keer dat deze funktionele verbinding 
met een anatomische methode aangetoond is. 
Het lijkt er dus op dat gedurende de eerste fase van de ontwikkeling (tot sta-
dium 48) het cerebellum geen rol speelt bij de lokomotie maar vanaf dit stadium af 
geleidelijk zijn functie gaat uitoefenen, wellicht eerst via de primaire motor neuro-
nen, en daarna via de sekundaire motor neuronen. De verschillende cerebellaire 
verbindingen zijn dermate vroeg aanwezig, dat een duidelijke korrelatie met de me-
tamorfose niet kan worden gemaakt. Gedurende het werk zijn een aantal intrige-
rende bevindingen gedaan die verder werk aan de cerebellaire ontwikkeling van 
Xenopus zeker rechtvaardigen. 
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